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ABSTRACf
This report describes a thirt een-week internship programme completed
at the Diagnostic:an d Remedial Unit, Memorial Univc:rsity of Newfuan dland
to fulfil the req uirements for the completion of u Master's Degree in
Educat ional Psychology. The purpose of the internship was to gain
experiential knowledge in the are a of assessment ami counse lling of children
with lea rning difficulties.
Ge neral interns hip goals, the activities carried out to achieve the gonls,
and conclu sions regarding the effect iveness and limitation s of the internship
are presen ted in the first section of the repor t. The second section contnins
the report of the resea rch aspec t of the internship.
The researc h compo nent involved a n examination of a lest commonly
used to assess readi ng disabi lity, The Boder Test of Reading · Spellin g
Patter ns. A concurren t validity study of this test wa.~ conducted and a
preliminary examination oflts construct validity. Th iny-ene child ren refer red
to the Diagnostic and Remed ial Unit during the internship were given the
Boder, WRAT·R, and WISC·R. Relat ionships betwee n these tests were
examined.
A correlation coefficient of 0.89 was obtained between the reading
grade levels of The Bader Test of Reading Spelling Patterns and the reading
subtest of the Wide Range Achievement Test • Revised, thus providing
support for the Boder's content validity. However. support for construct
validity was limited.
The research findings are discussed with reference to the use of the
test in the local school systems. Jt was concluded thai the lest is time-
consuming 10 administer and the information it provides 10 the user may be
obtained in less timc by using other tests with better psychometric properties.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTERNSHIP
Rationale for the lmernship
As part of the requirements for a Master's Degree in Educati onal
Psycholo gy, students may choose to e ither complete a thesis nr do :111
interns hip which includes a minor resea rch component. The inte rnship optio n
requires a minimum of thirteen consecutive weeks of placement III a sett ing
appropr iate to a student's eventual employment interest.
Th e value of experiential training for counsellors iliunderscored in the
publica tion relat ing to internships formulated by the Faculty IIf Education's
Department of Educat ional Psychology (1975), "11Ienature, the scope, and the
specializa tion encompassed in the role of the counsello r require inte nsive
training, a cons iderable portion of which should be devoted to supervised
experien tial tra ining" (p.l).
The intern , having a desire to work as an elementary school guidance
counsellor, realized the importance for such counse llors to have developed
comp eten cies in the area of assessment of children. A study hy Purcel l (l lJH7)
found that e lementary school counse llors in Newfoundland rutcd
psychoeducation al assessment as the ir most important function from II list of
eighteen functions counsellors perform. Other functions include, in ord er of
importance: teache r consultation, parent consultation, programming for
special needs, and individual counselling. Obviously, the skills need ed to
competently perform the most Important functions of an elementary schoo l
counsellor's job would need to be acquired through extensive on-the-job
training after theoretica l coursework has been completed.
Sattler (1988) outlined the following technical andclinicalskills need ed
to he a competent clinical as.sessor of children.
1. Evaluate and select an appropriate assessment bat tery.
2. Estab lish and mainta in rapport with children.
3. Administe r and score tests and other assessment tools by
following standardized procedures.
4. Observe behaviour.
5. Interview parents, children, and teac hers.
6. Perform informal assessments.
7. Interpret asses.sment results.
8. Tr anslate as.sess..ment finding.s into effective interventions
( formulate recommendations).
9. Communicate assessment findings both in writing and orally.
to. Read and interpret research in the field of c1iniC':11 and
psychoeducational assessment.
11. Unders tand laws and government regulations concerning the
assessment and placement of special children (p.7).
In addition, Sattler (1988) suggested that clinicians working with
children in school settings would benefit from a study of remedial and
educationa l techniques used to treat and educate special children. Finally,
Saltie r stresses that stude nts undergoing train ing in the assessment of children
should receive supervision in all phases of assessment, including test
administrat ion, scoring, report writing. and consultation.
Conside ring the level of skills needed to assess children properly and
the fact that practical experience is the main avenue for developing these
skills, it was therefo re felt that a period of internship under the tutelage of
professional staff emp loyed in the field of psychoeducuttonal assessment of
children would undoubted ly be the best method to increase one 's competency
levels in the skills needed for effective functioning as an elementary school
guidance counsellor.
Setting for the Internship
The Diagnostic and Remedial Unit at Memoria l Universitywas chosen
as the setting for the internship.
The Diagnostic and Remedial Unit began in 1971 as a centre for
educational research in learning disabilities. In 1972. remediation services
were offe red and in 1913 both the research and remedial services combined
to form the Diagnostic and Remedial Unit. It remained a unit of the Faculty
of Education until it was closed in 1991 as a result of budget cuts.
The functions of the Diagnostic and Remedial Unit were:
It served as a diagnostic centre for children who were referred
because of school-related problems.
2. It provided remedial services for a limited number of students.
3. It offered a teaching and prae ticum setting for special education
courses and a supervised tra ining placement site for psychology, social work ,
special educa tion, educational psychology, and other education studen ts.
4. It served as a research site and data bank.
Children were refer red to the Diagnostic Unit for services such as
assessment. remediat ion services, school progra mming suggestions. home
progrumrning suggestions, par ticipation in a un iversity pructicum teaching
progra m, and counse lling. Refe rrals were made by school personnel, med ical
professionals. social workers , or pare nts. Reco rds indi ca ted thu t rrorn 1975
to 1990. 3483 refer ral s were made to the Diagnostica n ti Remedial Unit (B.
Hopk ins, personal commu nication, Jan uary, 1991).
At the time of the int ernship. the Unit staf f consiste d of four full-time
me mbers: a unit d irector. two specia lized teacher-diagnostlclnns. and u
secretary. Th e Unit Director provide d the inte rn with on -site supervision for
the thirtee n-week int ernship .
Internship Goa ls and A ct ivities
The purpose of the interns hip, as state d in the Dep artment of
Educa tiona l Psychol ogy ( 1975) pap er on the internship program', is to
provide:
For the development of compete ncies for each trai nee base d CUI
his ne eds, pre vious expe riences, a nd futu re vocat ional plans.
2. For pr actical experiences that will br ing Into focus the
theoretical tr aining re ceived duri ng the formal part of the
I Th is paper was the most rece ntlypublished inform ation a bout the internship available
when the intern complet ed the int ernship in 1991.
program.
3. For practical experiences that will enable the trainee and the
department to evaluate the trainee' s ability to effectively work
in his chosen field.
4. Oppo rtunities for the trai nee to evaluate his personal behaviour
and work toward making any necessary changes.
5. For feedback from the internsh ip setting to the depa rtment
regarding strengths and weaknesses of its st udents so that
program improvements can be implemented.
6. For the development of research and problem-solving skills
approp riate to the needs of the student and the setting,
consider ingthe nature of hisplacement and hisvocational plans
(p,2),
In devising goals fo r the internship, the intern was supervised and
directed by hoth the internship site supervisor and the unive rsity intern ship
program supervisor . Eight goals were decided and agreed upon, T he goals
were in keep ing with the broad goals presented above and fell under fi ~e
general categories. T he areas in which the intern inte nded to increase her
experiences and knowledge base were: assessment skills (both formal and
informal types), counselling and interviewing skills, remediation techniques
report writing skills, and knowledge of children's clinical syndromes. The
general categories, specific goals. and the activities performed to meet the
goals are outlined below.
Assessment Skills
GOAL 1; To gain more knowledge abou t assessment tools such ;IS nor m
referenced tests and informal assessment whicnare used to garber infumunion
about children with learn ing disabilities and/or developmental del ays.
Norm-refer enced tests are tests which have been standa rdized on a
norm group. usually a large.clearly defined group. These tests compare a
person's perform ance to that of other persons the same age or gra de. Norm-
referen ced tests have been developed to assess many areas, including
intelligence; reading, arit hmetic, and spening abtthles: visual-moto r skills; and
adaptive behaviour (Satt ler, 19~; Lerner, 1988).
Informal assessment Includescriterion-referenced tests (which mayor
may not be stand ardized and normed) and teach er-made tests. Criterion-
referenced tests, in contrast to norm-referenced tests, describe rather than
compare performance and measure mastery levels in the urea being tr-ued
(Sattler, 1988; Lerner, 1988).
The activities performed to meet the goal of gaining experience with
norm-referenced tests we re:
The manua ls ofstandardized tests were studied. A complete list
of tests examined is presente d in Appendix A.
2. The intern administered, scored and interpreted standardized
tests. A list uf the tests used and the number of assessments is in Appendix
B.
3. Th e intern observed the Unit Director administering tests such
as the McCarthy Scales of Ch ildren's Abilities and the Wide Range
Achievement Test- Revised.
The activitiesperfo rmed to meet the goal of acquiring more experience
with informal assessment techniques were:
1, Observatio ns throug h a one -way mirror of Unit staff as they
used informal assessment techniques to assess children with read ing
disabilities,gene ral learn ingdisabilities,autism,and communicat ion disorders.
2. Th e intern viewed videotapes of the Unit Dir ector and former
Director as they assessed autistic children.
3. The intern viewed a training videotape of the administration of
the Psychoeducarional Pr ofile - Revised to assist in preparat ion for testing.
4. Discussions about infonna l assessment methods were held with
Unit staff members, the Janeway Learning/Behaviour C linic's neurological
paed iatrician, and the neuropsychologist from the Gen eral Hosp ital.
S. Extensive reading was done in the area of Informal A 'i..<,c!l..smem.
6. The intern conducted informal reading assessments with 27
children refe rred to the Unit for assessment nnd/o r remed iat ion.
Co llnselljn& and Int eQljewjng SkillS
GO AL 2: To gain knowledge and practice in gathering information tactfully
and efficiently from parents about the ir children and the family environment.
The activities performed to meet this goal were :
1. Observat ion of the Unit's Director as liihe cond ucted pre-
assessment interviews with pa rents of children refer red to the Unit.
2. The intern used the Background Questionnai re from Sauter
(1988)with all len pare nts of children seen by the intern for assessment at the
Diagnostic Unit.
3. Readin gson assessment of behaviour by interview methods were
read by the intern .
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GOAL 3: To become more familiar with methods of presenting assessment
results 10 parents, of making remediation suggestions, and of counselling
parentsneedingassistancein dealingwiththe problemstheyexperiencewith
thei r childre n.
The activities pe rfo rmed to meet this goal we re:
The observa tion of interviews during which the Unit D irector
pr esented assessment results and re mediation suggestions to parents.
2. The intern conducted ten post-assessment interviews with
parents of children who had been assessed earlier by the intern to discuss
assessmentresults and remediation recommendations.
3. Two cou nselling sessions were conduc ted with a parent of a
chi ld with atten tion deficit disorde r. The sessions focuse d on discussing the
parent's past and present difficulties coping with her child's behaviour
problems at school and ideas were formulated which she intended to use in
the future management of her child.
4. Readings concerning post-assessment interviews with parents
were read by the intern.
GOAL 4: To gain more knowledge about and obta in experience in using
interview techniques with children and to conduct individual counselling
"
sessionswith at least one child referred to the Unit.
The activities perfo rmed 10 meet thisgoa l were:
The intern observed the Director as she conducted intake
interviewswith three children whowere referred to the Unit for assessmem.
2, The intern conducted len intake interviews with children whu
were referred to the Unit for assessmentantiwere subsequentlyassessed by
the intern. An interviewprotocol was used based on the formal suggested by
Sattler (1988).
3. Backgroundreading ininterviewing techniqueswith children was
done by the intern. Examplesof such readingswere: Sattler's information on
"The Initial Inte rview with Children" (pp,416 - 429) and Chapter Two of
Interviewing Strategies for Helpers by Cormier and Cormier (1985) pp.t t- IX.
4. A counselling re lat ionship was continued with a child who had
been seen at the Unit on a weekly bas is bythe intern for four mont hs before
the interns hip period began. The counselling relationship started when the
inte rn was doing a practicum placement in Guidance at the Diagnostic and
Remedial Unit as part of the required coursework for the Maste r's program
in Educational Psychology. The time commitment for that placement involved
two days a week for twelve weeks.
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Th e child, an ado lescent with attention deficit-hype ractivity disord er ,
was see n (or eleven one- hou r sessio ns d uring the thirteen -week internship
period. Additionally, the intern auendeda school conference concerning the
child's schoo l prog ress and promotion and also met with that school boa rd 's
learning disabilityresource teachers who were to conduct a learning strategies
program with the child. Co unselling reports we re writte n and pr e sented to
per son ne l at both meet ings a nd a final repo rt was sent 10 school officials a nd
parents at the end of the inte rnship period.
Re med jation Te chniqyes
GOA L 5: To become fam iliar with a variety urremediation techniques in use
with children who have learni ng difficulties.
The activities pe rformed to meet this goal were:
1. A Unit staff member was observed by the intern as she
conducted reading remediat ion sessions with children.
2. Remediation sessions were carried out by the intern o n a
regular basis with two children with whom she had conducte d
psychoeducatlonal assessments. One child was seen seven times for
remediation activities in reading and the other child was seen eleven times for
13
remediation activities in reading and spelling. The Unit Director a nd the
other two staff members provided supervision and direction in the selection
of materia ls used for the remedia tion sessions and in giving feedback 3txml
the sessions.
3. Information on remediation techniques that were pa rI of the
Unit collect ion were read, copied. and organized intn a remediat ion lite
resource collection by the intern.
Infor mation from other sources was also researched and copied by the
intern . Th e material was organized into such categories as:
Re adi ng remediation activities
Spelli ng rem ediation activities
Mathematics remediation activities
Written language remediation activities
Memory enh ancement activities
Classroom managem ent of children with auditory-p rocessing deficits
language stimulation games and activities
Parental suggestions for child management problems
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Report Wr iting Skflls
GOAL 6: Todevelopskillsand obt ainexperiencein the style of writingused
in repor ts of psychoeducatlcnal as sessment s and remediati on sessions.
The activities performed to meet this goal were:
1. The intern studied m any of the psychoeducational asse ssment
a nd remed iation reports on file at the Unit. The reports had been co mpleted
by past and present Unit staff
2. Readings in the area of report writing were read, an example
be ing the report writing chapter o f Sattler's (1988) Assessment of C hildre n
(pp.725 - 762).
3. The intern wrote psychoedu cauonal reports about the len
ch ildren she had assessed during the inte rnship. An out line of th e report
for mat used is included in Appe ndix C. Consultations were held with th e
Director during the writing proce ss and revisions made where ne cessary .
Additionall y, remediation reports were wri tten about the two child ren see n
regularly for remediation by Ihe in tern du ring the internship perio d .
Knowledg e of Child ren's Clinical Syndro mes
G OAL 7: To expand knowledge of the nature of a variety o f clinica l
syndrom es and disorders children experienc e and to become more aware o f
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the diagnost ic met hods used to identify these disorders and the possible
learning di fficulties which may be associated with such conditio ns.
The activitie s performed to meet this goat were:
Extensivereading in many areas wasthe main method used III
meet this goal. Th e topics covered in the readings included the following:
attention deficitdisorder,autism,gene rallearningdisabilities and neurological
disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder, reading disabilities, scotopic
sensitivity syndrome , socia l skills deficits. and tourette syndrome . A complete
lis t of the readings is included in Appendix D.
2. Informal discussions were held between the intern a nd the
Diagnostic and Remedia l Unit staff co nceming scoto plc sensitivity synd rome,
re a ding di sabilities , communication di sorder s, and attention deficit disorder.
Topics such as gene ral lea rning disabilities, attention deficit disorde r. lind
neurological disorders were discu ssed with personn el at the J a neway
Learning/Behaviour Clinic and the neuropsychological staff of the G en eral
Hospital.
3. The intern observed the Health Sciences Centre
neuropsychologist and h is psychological assistant as they interviewe d and
administered neurop sychological tests to patients. Althoug h the intern had
wanted to observe such assessments carried out with child ren, that was not
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possib le 10 arr ange as few children were see n for neuropsychological
assessment du ring the period o f the internship.
The pa tients seen were : in-patient with epilepsy resulti ng from a
childhood bra in abscessandan out-patie nt who had sustained a head injury
in a m o torveh id e acc ident. The neurcpsychotogisr Informed the in ternabout
the nature and purposes of th e test battery thai was used and discussed
various types of Interpretive fin dings.
4. The intern spent a day a t the Lea rning/ Behaviou r Clinic. a
divisio n of th e Child Develop ment Program, at the Janeway H ospital. the
provinc e's on ly child ren's hospital. Th e Learning/Be haviour C linic is a n
assessment service for children with lea rn ing and /or behavioral pr oblems.
The cl inic'spaediatric neurologi st and the psycho logist gave verba l summaries
of the case h istories of three children who were being seen t hat day for
follow -up appointme nts. The in tern reviewed th e medical charts for the thre e
child ren and sa t in on thesess io nswith the children an d their parents. O ne
child was diagnosed with Attention D eficit D isorder and the other two
child re n were diagnosed with m ixed devel opmental dela ys.
5, The intern atte nded a d ay-long seminar sponso red by t he
Newfou ndland Psychological Association. The sessionsa ttended by theintern
were on the following topics: e xcessivedietary concern in female adolesce nts
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and children; and estimat ing premorbid int elligence using the Natinnal
ReadingTest (NAR1).
Resej![J;h Proiect
GOAL 8: T o comp lete a p roject whic h would meet the researc h require ment
fo r comple t ion of the internship and which would be relevant and use ful 10
the intern in possible future career roles of e lementary guidan ce counsello r
or educatio nal psychologist.
After consult ation with the D iagnostic Unit D irector and the F aculty
Su pervisor. the int ernunde rtook a resea rch project whichhad lhe following
purposes:
To conduct a concurrent validity study between The Bod e rTcst
of R eading -Spellin g Patte rns, a screeningtest for reading disabilities, a nd the
Reading su btest of theWide Range Ac hievem ent Test-Revised. a wide ly used
sc reening mea sure of achievement in Reading, Spelling, and Arithmetic.
2. To compare the read ing disability su btypes identified b y The
BoderTest of Rea dtng-Spellin gPatterns with the WISC·Rve rbal inte ll igence
quotlerus, and Kaufman ' s three factor scores and categnrtea rions of
informatio n process ing su btests fro m the Wechsle r Intelligence Scale for
IS
Childre n-Revised , The purpose was 10 see if the various factors would vary
in the same way as described by the validation research present ed in the
manual for The Boder Test of Reading-Spelling Patter ns.
Details of the research component of the internship are prese nted in
the second chapter of this report.
Conclusion
This chap ter outlined the eight goa ls the intern had set out to
accomplish in the thirteen-week internship period. The main focus of the
goals was to engage in a variety of activities designed to further the intern's
compete nce in the skills that are considered to be essem•.tl to effective
functioning in the role of elementaryschool guidance counsellor.
Activities des igned to en hance skills in the a reas of psychoeducati onal
assessment. progra mming for specia l needs, individual counselling and parent
consultat ion were perfo rmed throughout the internsh ip. Teacher consultation,
however, which is conside red to be an importan t technica l and clinical skill
neede d to be a comp etent clinical assessor of childre n, could no t be addr essed
in u satisfactory manne r. The timing of the internship. which was from May
10 August. Icf t little time when the Unit and the schools were operat ing
I "
concur rent ly. As a resu lt, the intern was not able to engage in as much
teacher consultation as she would havelikednor wasshe able to observe
childre n in the schoo l selling, anothe r importa nt face! of assessment of
children.
Since completing the internship the intern has had experience working
as an elementary school guidance counsellor a nd would like to make u
compa rison be tween internships in the school system a nd in a university
diagnostic and remedial clinic. There seem to he advantages und
disadva ntages to bo th.
As might be expected from a specia l unit within a univer sity selling
such as the Diagnos tic Unit it had the advantage of having more slaff
resources from which the intern could draw upon. A school usua lly has the
services of on ly one gu idance counsello r.
Secondly, the Unit's access 10 a large number of children, referred
from all pa rts of the province a nd with their myriad difficulties provided a rich
traini ng ground for inte rns wishing to develo p thei r sk i ll~ in the
psychoeducational assessment of children. Such a popula tion base allowed
the intern exposure to a broad range of disabilities tha t can affect children.
For examp le, children were see n who had autism. com municatio n delays.
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developmental delays. learning disabilities. epilepsy, aneruicn deficit
hyperactivity d isorder. etc.
Thirdly, the Unit's stress on parental involvement in the child's
assessment is in direct contrast to the focus that many schools take , which is,
that teacher information is the more importantaspect of the assessment data
gathe ring proce ss. Having pare nts view their children through one-way
mirrors and reporting typical and untypical behaviour patterns isan invaluable
contribution to the validity of the assessment out come.
While pa rental observa tion is impossible to achieve at (he present time
in the school setting, at least in the work scuings10 which the intern has been
exposed. the experience has made the inte rn more aware of the limitations of
putting childre n in unfamiliar situations for soon pe riods a nd hopi ng that an
adequate sample of their capa bilities has been ma de. As a result. the inte rn
realizes the importance of the parent Interview when assessing childre n.
While assessing children since the internship expe rience. the intern has ofte n
discu s.~ed with paren ts how the ir children have reac ted to the testing situation
a nd this has helped in the assessment process.
An intern ship in a diagnostic cent re had a numbe r of ad vantages;
however, there were limitations on such an intern ship se tting for a school
counsellor . Alth ough psychoed ucetional assessme nt is a major function of an
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ele mentary school guidance counse llor 's job. the re a rc othe r funct ion...such as
crisis intervention, teacher consulta tion. group counselling, preventative
guidance. etc. At the time of this internship, experienc e in these areas, could
have been more adequately obtained in the school sellingas the Diagnostic
Un it had a limited mandate to assess and provide re media tion services fur
child ren.
The school seulng also would have allowed the intern to beucr
understand the excessive demands placed upon a guidance counsellor in the
elementaryschoolsetting. Assessmentissuch a time-consuming aspect or the
job but the other types of demands ment ioned pre viously, such as crisis
counselling.teacher consultation, social services liaison. ere. compete for the
co unsellor's time and thu s pUI added pressure on the counsello r. The
D iagnostic Unit sta ff had mo re na rrowly define d job functions and did nut
have the same type of job str esses.
Finall y, the schoo l se tt ing obviously is ve ry d ifferent from the setting
in a unive rsity d iagnost ic clinic a nd provides muc h infor mation that is
invaluable to a coun sello r in assess ing childre n's learning difficulties and in
planning inte rventi on or rem ediation. For exa mple, inform ation co ncerning
teac hers' pe rsona lities, d iscipline methods, class ac hieve me nt levels. schoo l
sp irit, etc. can be import ant to know when diagnosing child re n's lea rn ing and
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beha vioral d ifficulties. Not being a member of the school sta ff makes it more
difficult to find out about these aspects of school functioning.
In retro spect, both the University Clinic setting and the school setting
appear to have mutually exclusive and some similar advantages as inte rnship
placements for students desiring experience in the assessment of children.
Ideally, the student counsellor would be best prep ared by spe nding time in
bo th kinds of settings. The school placement, however, was no t ava ilable at
the time in the Master 's program when internships were usually scheduled-
that is, in the Spring semester after the Program's coursework has been
completed.
The intern's skills in assessing, counselling, and consultation were
imp roved by her experiences during the inte rnship. Th e choice of an
internshi p at this site supplemented to a large de gree the practica l experience
that was obtained th rough the pre-pracucumand praet icum periods th at we re
required by the Educa tiona l Psychology Master 's Program. The required pre-
practicum per iod was half a day for twelve weeks and the inte rn chose to
spe nd this pre-practicum pe riod with an Employee Assistance Program
coordinator employed by a local utility compan y. As mentioned previously,
the required practicum period was two days a week for twelve wee ks a nd the
inte rn chose the Diagnostic U,lil as the site for this experi ence .
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The experience of the practlcum led the intern to develo p an Interest
in doing her internship research in the urea of reading disubillties. with
specificfocus on The Boder Test of Reading-Spelling Patternswhich wasthen
being used by some educationa l psychologists and eleme ntary school
counsellors in our provincial school system to diagnose reading disabilities.
This researchallowed the intern to delveinto the area of reading disabilities
and ob tain knowledge which has proved to be very helpful in her subsequent
employment as an elementaryschool guidancecounsellor. Prior 10 doingthis
research, the Intern had only completed two undergraduate courses in readi ng.
Thesupervision the intern received fromthe DiagnosticUnit's Director
was invaluable in providing insight into the assessment process with children .
The Director observed the intern assessing children , made snggestkms as 10
the choice of assessment and remedia tion materials, provided const ructive
criticism about repor ts and assessment techniques. was always uvuihrblc 10
answer questions posed by the intern, and made available to the intern her
extensive reading and audiovisual mate rials.
At the halfway mark of the thirteen-week inte rnship period the
Directo r, the Faculty Supervisor, and the intern met to assess the intern 's
progress in accomplishing the goals that had been set. At the end of the
thirteen-week period the Director and the intern met again to dec ide how
2.
well the goals had been met. The intern's Faculty Supervisor was unable to
attend because he had left the province on a two-year work contrac t shor tly
after the intern had finished ha lf the internship.
CHAP'IER TWO
RESEARCl l PROJ ECf
Introduction
In orde r 10 fulfil the requirements of the internship opt ion offered by
the graduate program in Educational Psychology, a research project must be
comp leted by the intern . As the main focus of the th irteen-week intern ship
is to gain practical experience. the research expectation is not as extensive ,IS
that expected when a student takes the thesis option. The research sho uld
take up a minor part of the time spent doing the internship and must deal
with a problem of the type usuallyconfronted bya practising counsellor in the
setting the intern is working(Departmentof Educational Psychology, 1975).
Rationale for Research
Illiteracy is a serious problem fot many Canadians. Th e province of
Newfound land is estimat ed to have one of the highest illiter acy rates in
Canada. De pending on the measu res used, Newfoundlan d's illiter acy rate has
bee n estimated to be from a quarter to nearly a half of the population
(StatisticsCanada, 1991; Southam Newspape r Group. 1987). Some of the
2.
implications of illiteracyfor people are poorer employment prospects, lower
standards of living, lower self-esteem, and inability 10 take part in many
leisure-oriented and work activities that require reading. While lack of
oppo rtun ities for schooling might be a contributor to the province' s high
illiteracy rates, many children leave school not having learned to read.
Reading difficulty is the most common reason for stude nts being
referred for specia l education services. Good tests to diagnose reading
difficulties are an importan t parr of the assessment tools used by special
educators, guidancecounsellors. and educational psychologists. Considering
the caseloads carried by these practitioners inpsychologyand education, tests
that provide useful information and are also quick to administer and score are
among the most valued tests in an assessment batt ery.
It was with the intenti on of investigating a test which was being used
by counse llors and educational psychologists in our provincial school systems
that the inte rn decided to do research involving The Bader Test of Reading -
Spelling Pattern s [Boder & Jarrlco , 1982). This test purports to diagnose
three types of reading disabilit ies and prescribes remediation techniques for
each subtype, yet the test is not norm-referen ced. Because of the claims
made by Boder & Jarrico as to the test's purpose and use and because it
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appears to be used locally as a reading disability diagnostic too l, the inte rn
decided that the test merited a critical review of its psychometric properties
and an evaluation of its usefulness.
Purpo se of the Resea rch
The purpose of the research was three-fold: to conduct a concurrent
valid ity study of The Boder Te st of Read ing-Spelling Patte rns; to attempt to
replicate some of the construct validity findings thai have been presented in
support of The Boder Test; and to examine the variability of Kaufman's
(1975) intelligence test factor scores and ca tegorlzaticns of informat ion
processingstylesamonggroups of dyslexicand non-dyslexicreaders. subtypcd
using Bader's reading disability classification system.
Limitations of the Study
This study is limited by the numbe r of subjects available to the intern.
A maximum number of 31 children did not provide numbers necessary for
sta tistical procedures appropr iate to the hypotheses generated from the critical
review of re lated research. In spite of this limitation, this explorato ry study
repre sents a promising area for theoret ical reasons aswell as for its pract ical
implicatio ns.
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Strengt h of the Study
To date there has been no publishedstudyof the concurrentvalidity
of the Boder using the WRAT· R,
The Boder Test of Reading-Spelling Patterns
The Boder Test of Read ing-Spelling Patt erns: A Diagnost ic Screeni ng
Test for Subtypesof Reading Disability (Boder & Jarrlco, 1982)purports to
differentiate developmental dyslexia from nonspecific readingdisorders and
ident ify reading disability subtypes with diffe ring remedial implicatio ns. The
diagnostic concepts and procedures that led to the development of the Boder
Test evolved from the clinical experience of Dr. Elena Boder in her position
us a pae diatric neurologist in Neurology clinics in the school syste m and the
Ceda rs-Sinai Medical Cen tre of Los Angeles, Californ ia. Althoug h the
children seen in her clinics were referre d because of behaviou r prob lems,
most of them had reading problems that refe rra l sources felt were secondary
to the behav iour prob lems. Dr. Boder wondered whether some of the
behav iour problems were secondary to an underlying specific readi ng
disab ility. She fell that making such a dis tincno n was crucial to the type of
the rapy and reme diation tha i would work best with the child.
2.
Dr . Bode r wanted to develop a defin itive direct dia gnosis app roac h 10
the d iagnosis o f 'developmental dyslexia' as a belie f alter native 10 the
'diagnosis by exclusion' that she claimed was most widely used by physician...
to diagnose dyslexia. She accepted the direct diagnosismethod advocated by
several researchers (Critchley, 1970; O rton, 1937; Thompson. 1966) , that o f
identifying dyslexic errors of cognitive dysfunction in the reading and spelling
per fo rma nces of good nnd poo r reade rs, hoping to elicit defini tive signs of
developmenta l dyslexia.
Extensive use in her neurology clinics of another informal reading
inventory and her own two-part spelling test led Boder to observe that the
spelling of most poor readers lagged considerably behind their reading. She
foun d that good read ers could spell corre ctly be tween 70 a nd 100 percent of
words in thei r sight vocabula ries, at grade level , whereas poo r rea ders could
rarely spell as many as SOpe rcent of the words in their sight vocab ula ries
correct ly at their own rea ding level. She thus postulated that this ma rked
read ing-spelling discrepancy wasthe single most conslste m single indica to r of
deve lopm en tal dyslexia.
Thre e dyslexic read ing-spelling pa tterns em erged from Bude r's ana lysis
of th e spelling records of childre n ide ntified as dyslexic by the exclusion
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method. Bcder went on to relate these reading-spelling patte rns to cognitive
compo nents of the rending process. She adopte d the premise that reading is
essentially a two-channel function, requiring the automatic integration of
intact visualand auditoryprocesses, both peripheral and central. From there
she likened the reading performances in her reading lest 10 these visual and
auditory processes. She described the ability to recognize words in the sight
vocabulary as a global process whereby words arc processed as an
instantaneous visual gestalt and the ability to decode unfamiliar words
phonetically as beingan auditoryanalyticprocess.
The test, then, is basedon the premisethat the dyslexicreader has a
characte ristic pattern of cognitive strengths and weaknesses in t'vo distinct
compone nts of the reading process: the visual gestalt function and the
audito ry analytic function. The visual gestalt function underlies the ability to
develop a sight vocabulary through visual percept ion and memory for whole
words; the auditory ana lytic function underlies the ability to develop phonic
word-ana lysis sk ills. Reading and spelling performances are ana lyzed to
deter mine a child's pattern of cognitive strengths and weaknesses.
T he two basic components of the reading-spelling process assessed by
the Boder Test, Boder claims, are the two cognitive functions that a re bas ic
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to the two standard methods of initial reading instruction: the whole-word
method and the phonics method. Boder contends that these two reading
process cognitive compon ents correspond to the gestaft-slmuhuncous
processing and the analytic-sequential processing that. accord ing (II
neuropsychological research evidenceshe cites, are mediated by the right uml
left cer ebra l hemispheres. respectively.
Boder & Jarricc (1982) provide an operationa l definition of
'developmental dyslexia' as "a reading disability in which the reading and
spelling perfo rmance gives e....dence of cognitive deficits in either the visual
gestalt function or auditory analytic function, or both- (p.5). They give :t
coro llary of this definition as "when the reading and spelling pcuem of pour
reade rs gives no eviden ce of such cognitive deficits, the reading tJi!iahility is
rega rded as nonspecific rat her than dyslexic~ {Boder & Jarrico, 19N2,p_';).
The P.oder test consists of a reading and a spelling test. Th e reading
lest ma terial includes 13 graded word lists, graded from Pre-primer 10 Adult .
Each list con tains 20 words, half of which are phonetic and half of which arc
nonpho netic. The odd numbered words in eac h list a re the phonetic wunls
and the even numbered words are the non-phonetic worth . Bud er & Ja rrico
(1982) describe 'phon etic' words as words that look like they sound or words
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in which all of the lette r-sound correspon dences arc standa rd and pervasive
in English spelling. 'Nonphonetlc' words, the n, are those in which one or
more of the leite r-sound corr esponden ces is un usual, including words with
silent letters that lire not sounded in the spoken word. A copy of the
Examine r's Record ing Form for the Reading test is in Ap pendix E.
The main obj ective of the Read ing test is to identify the child's sight
vocabulary so the word lists are presented in two ways: flash and uruimed.
If the child does not read the word with in one second it is not cons idered in
his sight vocabulary as these words are supposedly words a child can read
instan tly as whole-word configurations, or ges talts. If the child correctly
ident ifies the word within len seconds then the word is considere d 10 have
been identi fied by the child's use of phon ic word-analysis skills an d indicat es
a child's abi lity 10 read words not in his sight vocabulary. The examiner is
asked to record al l misreadings of words the ch ild makes, The sta rting point
for the test is at the pre-pr imer word list if a reading. problem is suspected,
regardless of Ihe child's age. ICthere is no susp icion of a reading prob le m,
the starling point is two grades below th e stude nt's actua l grade level. In any
case, the star ting point should never be higher th a n the fifth grade. A rea ding
leve l is det ermined when the student reads six or fewer words from a list at
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flash presentation . Specific information on admini st ration and sco ring is
contained in Appendix F.
The Spelling test follows the administra tion of the re ading test. The
exam iner is asked to prepare two individualized spe lli ng lists on the basis of
the stude nt's read ing pe rfo rmance. Ten known word s are selec ted frum the
Flash column a t t he child 's reading level or actual gr ade le vel, whicheve r is
lower, and one grad e below if required (len words which the child cou ld not
identify ar e also ch osen) . An equal number of phone tic and nonphonc uc
words are chosen . It is suggested that a special effort he made by the
examiner to include a number of muh isyllabic words in the spelling list. The
purp ose of the know n words spelling list is to determi ne if the child is abletil
spell words that are in his sight vocabulary and thereby deter m ine whe ther Ihe
rea ding-sp elling d iscrepancy is in the normal or dyslex ic runge . The purpose
of the unknown wo rds list is to assess the ch ild's ability to use sound/symbol
corre spo ndences in spellin g words not in his sight voca bulary. Scoring
procedu re s for the spelling tests are included in Appendi x F .
Expla nations of the subtypes of de velopmental dyslex ia th at Bude r
devised are as fo llows:
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Dysphonetlc reader : Th e reading-spelling pattern of this group
indicates cogniti ve deficit in integrating letters with th eir sounds, with
resulting disability in dev eloping phonet ic word-analys is or decod ing skills .
Thisgroup has no grossdeficit in visual gestalt function.
2. Dyseidetic reader: Thereading-spelling patternof thisgroup indicates
cognitive deficit in visual lJIemory and pe rception for lette rs and whole-word
configurations or gestalts. with resulting disability in d eveloping a sight
vocabulary. Thi s group has no gross deficit in analytic function. that is, no
disability in deve loping ph onic skills.
3. Mixed Dysp honetic-Dyseideticreader : The reading-spelling pattern of
this grou p indicates a combinatio n of the cognitive deficits of the dysphone tic
and dysel detic s ubtypes, with re sulting d isability in deve loping both sight
vocabulary and phonic skills. Th is group may be virtua lly alexic, thai is,
nonreaders and nonspetlers.
Bo der's t est also classifies reade rs into the fo llowing categorie s :
nurmal re ader, readers with a non specific reading d isabilit y and readers wit h
an undet ermined patter n. BOiler describes the norm al reader as one whose
reuding-spefling pattern reflects strengt hs in both the visual gest alt a nd
auditory analytic funcdonsof rea ding and an automatic in tegration of thus '"
functions. Rea ders with nonspe cific rea d ing re tardation typically possess a
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readin g level that is le ss tha n twoyea rs below grade lev el hut the reading
reta rdation is not considered to be due 10 cognitive deficiL~ so their read ing-
spelling patte rn wou ld be similar to the norma l group. Finally, the
undete rmined category includ es individuals whose readi ng-spe lling pattern is
essentially th a t of a dyseidetic but whose read ing levels are higher tha n that
grou p. More detailed Informatio n pertaining to the administration and
scor ing of the test. includi ng a copy of a D iagnosti c Summary For m is
contained in Append ix F,
In addition to the readin g and spelling tests, Boder end Jarnco (1982)
suggest that a numbe r ofsuppleme ntary tasks may be g iven. Alphabe t ta.;k..
are used as diagnostic aids wit h child ren whose ~ ight vocahulart es are below
the preprim er level or who are not reading at all. Syllahicating tasks and
drawing the face of a clock fro mmem oryare o ther tas ks suggested as mea ns
of providing additio na l information about the severity of a read ing disability,
of corrobora ting the reader su btype, or offering more in format ion with which
to develop remedial strateg ies. A description of su pplemen tary tas ks is
pre sented in Appendix G,
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Review of the Literatu re
~.t.!::H' Boder Tf51of Reading.Spelling Patterns
Extensive review of th e literature resulted in e ight reviews of the
Boder, six of which were crit ical of the test 's psychometric proper ties
(Reynolds, 1984, 1986; Schrank. 1985;Shanahan, 1985; Bing,1985; andHynd,
1984). Particular criticisms regardingpsychometrics from these reviewswere:
the lest hasno normative data, nostandardscores,gradeequivalentsare used
(usage of which has been condemned by the Inte rnatio nal Reading
Associationsince 1981),readingquotients whichaTC based onmental age arc
used (menta l age being a n outda ted concept in psychoeducationa l
assessment), and the spelling lists used are not the same for every child .
Alexander (1984) critiqued the test using a reading theory and reading
diag nosis framework. She claims the lest views readi ng as a "text-driven"
proce ss us opposed to the view of reading as a n "inte ra ctive" process. She
says the lest bas no ecologica l validity as a re ading diagnostic tool; it is a
limed , oral reading task of word s in isolation which is not at all like the real
read ing situa t ion.
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In her critical review or Th e Bodcr Test of Reading-Spellin g Pat terns,
Smith (1983) claims that the evidence for the validity o f Buder's reading
disability classifications is indirect. Smith also states that the correlational
cons truct validity studies done {i.e., electrical brain activity, performance on
tests of speech perception, and comparison of performances on the Buder
with performances on th e WlSC·R subtests) mainly show thnt only the
"dysphonetic" subgroup exhibit deviant patterns in their neurology or
beh aviour. Hynd (1984) also expresses this view.
In addition to her criticism that the Bcder test has no ecological
valid ity, Alexa nder (1984 ) also Ihinks thai the test is not se nsitive 10 specific
reading disabilit ies of students who have a sight voca bu lary be low t he
preprimer level and is not suitable for individuals whose rea d ing pro blems a rc
no t stemming from pro blems with the auditory analytic or visual gestalt
aspects of reading de coding. Alexande r says the tes t is only useful in
scree ning individuals who have problems decod ing words. which would lea ve
ou t many children who have difficulty with the comprehens ion aspect of
read ing.
Schran k (1985) and Bing (1985) suggest that th e administrat ion
dir ections accompanying the test are convoluted and complex. Schrank
(1985), Shana ha n (1985), and Hynd (1984) question the validation information
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outlined in the test manual because most of the work originated from
unpublished studiesO( unpublished doctoral dissertat ions.
The author of o ne of rwo reviews contained in th e Ninth Mental
MeasurementsYearbook, Shanahan(1985) describes the strength of the test
as its abi lity 10 differenti ate between children having sight vocabul ary and
phonics problems in read ing. He saysas a quick sc reening device the Boder
is probably no better or worse than tests like the Siosson Oral ReadingTe st,
the Peabod y Individual Achievem ent Te st. or the Wide R a nge Achi evement
Test although the Boder, in comparison 10 th e others, has not been
standa rdized and is therefore lacking their psychometric properties .
With such serious limitations reponed in the rev iews, it is querie d
whethe r users of the tests are awa re of the lest's faults bu t use it to serve a
minor purpose such as d ifferent iating whether a child has a sight vocabulary
or phon ics difficulty or whether they believe the test's claim s and use it to
diagnose different subtypes of reading d isabilities.
Readj0i{ pisab ility Subtype Researrh
Subiyptng studies have been carried out in one of two ways: by
admin istering a battery of tests to a large sample of subjects and using
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stat istical p rocedu res, such as factor a nalysis, to determine whethe r cohe rent
groupings ca n be identified or, hy con structing cognit ive desc riptions of
ind iv idual cas es and t he n cons idering to what ex tent the descript io ns may he
said to be th e same o r different from one ano ther. In other words, the
subgroupsa re either empirically or clinicallyderived.
Boder and Jarrico{1982) in the test mnnuulstate that Bode r developed
her reading disability subtypes clinically afteranalyzingand synthesizing much
of th e empirically derived sub typing research done in the 1960's and 1970's
(Bannaiyne. 1966; Bateman, 1968; Den ckla, 1977; Doehring& Hoshko, 1979;
Friedman,G uyer,& Tymchuk. 1976; Kinsboume & warrin gton, 1963: Mattis,
Fre nch, & Rapin, 1975; Myklebust, 1960,1965; Petrauskas & Rour ke, 1(179;
Piro zsolo, 1979). Boder claimed that , although differe nt lest balleries and
diffe rent criteria have been used. basically the subtypes identified mainly
tended to be of two types.givingevidence of cognitive disabilities in e ither
visua l or audi torycha nnel functions. As mentioned previously, her subtypes
were dysphonetic, dyseidetic, and mixed dysphonetlc-dyseidetic.
A clinicalapproach which has features similar to Boder's cJinicllJly
derived classification system is that of Seymour (1986). Based on a three'
component informat ion processingmodel he developed, Seymourdescribed
three dyslexic subtypes that he claime d were no! distin ct but were more a
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reflection of the most severely affected processingsystem. The se subtypes
were: developmental phonological dyslexics.or reade rs who had the most
difficulties processing words phonologically; visual processor dyslexics, those
who haddifficulties registering andparsingprintedwords: andde velopme ntal
morphemic dyslexics, those who had impairments in semantic analysis of
words.
Bakker (1979, 1992)proposed that at least two subtype s of dyslexia
ex ist. His clinically der ived cl assificat ion system stems fro m wha t he calls the
Balance Model of learning to read. He says thai learning to read requires a
deve lopmentallychangingbalance ofperceptual and linguisticprocesseswhich
at the cerebral level is paralleled by a changingbalance of right and left
hemisphere subservience. He describes one dyslexic subgroup as the P-type
dyslexic. This subgroup is characterized by an overreliance on right-
hemisphere processinvolving perceptualsynthesis,which leadsto slow reading
markedby manyfragmentation errors. (Fragmentation errors are words read
as fragments rather than as one continuousword, e.g., Amsterdam read as
Am-ster-dam, and hesitations). The Ltypc dyslexic is characterized by an
overreliance on left-hemisphere processes such as symactlc-semantc
processing and suppression of righthemisphere strategies which result in a
4\
d isregard for the percep tual features of the ten: this group reads q u ickly und
m akes m any omiss ion er rors.
W atson. G oldgar and Rysch on (1983) used cluster analysis and found
t hree subg roups in an e mpirical study involving 23 measures of reading.
language, audito ry and visual processing, memory. perceptual crga nieation.
a nd visua l-moto r coordina tion for 65 readin g-disabled children. The clusters
were ch aracterized by the following: (1 ) a visua l processing de ficit; (2) a
genera lized langua ge disorder; and (3) a minimal deficit subtype. Howeve r,
fur ther analysis of the sub type clu sters revealed that they were relativel y
h eteroge neous a nd thus had limi ted clinical utility .
T wo resea rchers a ttempte d to validate the "gene tic dyslexic" syhtypc
postulat ed by Ba nnatyne (1971). Barmat yne propo sed a three-dimensional
regrouping syste m for subtesu of the Wechsler Int elligence Test fo r Child ren
w hich wo uldsup posedly enhance the diagnostic utility of the intell igence tes t
results. The system recl assifies nine o f the subtesu into three composit e
measures thought to assess co nceptua l, spatia l, and sequentia l abilities.
Bannatyn e discovered that 30% o f the reading disabled children exhibite d a
disuncti velyorde red profile of the compos ite scores and that within thisgro up
there wa s a high incide nce of reading problems reported among biological
re lative s. He thus pro posed that a "genetic dyslexic" subtype of reading
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disabil ity might be recognized by a distinctive profile of composite scores.
Decker & Corley(1984)examined WechslerIntelligence Scalefor Children -
Revise d data obtained from 280 children (140 disab led readers and their
matched oontrols) and were unable to provide support for Ba nnatyne's
subtype. They did, however, confirm Bannatyne' s observ ations t hat disabl ed
reade rs, as a group, demonstrate a unique and stat istically reliab le Spatia l >
Conce ptual > Sequentialprofile of inte lligence lest composites cores.
Two similar studies a lso produced numerou s reading disability
subgroupings. Lyonand Watson (1981) reported identifyingsixsubtypes afte r
cluster analysisofresultsofa ba tteryof auditory receptivelanguage, auditory
expressive language. and visual perceptual. memory. and integr ation tasks
administered to !OO readingdisabledchildrenand SOnormal reader s. Cluster
analysisresults carried out by Lyon,Stewart. & Freedman (1982) in a similar
subtype identification study involving younger reading disabled child ren
revealed the presence of fivere ading disabilitysubtypes. In a 19 85 review of
his own subtyping research a nd that of others. Lyon cautions that many
subtyp e stud ies have not been able to be replicated because of the wide
variety of theoretical assumprlons lin d measurement bauerles thai are used
in the research.
In a review of 31 stud ies that provide various subclassifications of
4)
dysle xia, Malatesha and Dougan (1982) found that 7 studies describe two
su btypes, 21 studies describe three subtypes, and 3 studies describ e (our
subtypes. To compoundthe complexityof these findings. mostof the subtypes
wer e derived using different assessment techn iques and classification cri teria.
Hynd and Cohen (1983), in their review of the literat ure on dyslexic
subtypes. concluded that evidence exists for at least two, and possiblyse veral,
su btypes of dyslexic children. They concluded that evidence exists to support
a subtype of developmental dyslexia associated with impairme nt in
ps ycholinguistic abilities and disordered functioning of the left (dominant)
hem isphere , another subgroup in whom visual-spatial or visual-motor skills are
lacki ng a nd who maybe deficient in right hemi sphere functioning,and a third,
le ss well-differentiated group, whose members experience deficits in th e skill
areas tho ught to be subscrved by both hem ispheres.
Spr een (1987) claims that although no genera l agree ment 0 0 a specific
re ading d isability subtype system has emerged, Boder's (1970) syste m is nne
tha t is used frequent ly. Some neuropsychological textbooks (Knill &
Wh ishaw, 1990; Hartlage & Telzrow, 1986) refer exclusively to Boder ' s system
of classification when discussing re adin g disab ility subtypes. Snowling ( 1991),
however , says that although Boder's classification system was one of the best
kno wn earl y atte mpts to classify dyslexics based on functional impairments,
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Boder's met hod has largely been supe rseded. m ainly bec ause of di fficultie s in
valid a ting th e measures used to define the subgroups.
To add anoth er point of view to the re ading di sability s u btype issue,
Siegel, Levey, & Ferr is (1985 ) claim that subtypes of developmen tal dyslexia
do not exist. They reviewed many subtyping stud ies (1968 -1985) and
sugg es ted t hat conclusive a n d convin cing evi dence of subtypes of rea d ing
disa b ilities has not emer ged. Theycontend that the term "dyslex ia" shou ld be
used 10refer exclusiv ely 10 childrenwh o are significantly retard e d in lea rning
the let ter-soundcorrespondences of the language in question.
As can De seen from the research previo usly cited, read i ng disability
subtyplng is still a contentious and c o mplex issue in the fie ld of lea rning
disabilities. To emb race Bader's subtype classification system and use it and
her scr eening lest as the only method of diagnosing read ing disabilities would
not be an action su pported by the subtyping research comple ted to date.
Kolb and Whi shaw (1990) su ggest that assessment of d yslexia which prov ides
a number o f different evalua ti on crite r ia comb inedwith counse llingdire cted
toward the specific difficulties experienced by each individual is the m ost
effective approach for both research and re mediatio n in this area, S o me
con s truct va liditys tudies of Bad er's su btypes have be e n carrie d our and the
research is presented in the next secti on of thi s paper.
Construct Validity Studies QfBQder SlIhlypes
In their te st manua l, Bnder & Jarr ic o (1982 ) report on six research
s t udies purporting toprovi de support for the constr uct valid ityuf he r reading
di sability subtypes. Four of the six stud ies we re unp ublished d ocrorut
di ssertati o ns and two were published resea rch pap ers.
Two of the doctoral studies (Gi nn, 1979;Smith, 1970) analyzed wIse-
R pattern s of rea dfngdisa bledchildre ndiagn osed int u subtypeshyT he Buder
T est of Reading-Spelling Patterns . Smith's study found similarities between
the dyseideticgroup and children whose WISC·Rscoresexh ibited a strength
in left hemisphere tests a s postulated byBannatyne (1966). Childre n whose
WISC-R palte rn s showed stre ng th in right hemisphere tests (spatia l
o rganization) exhi bited th e reud in g-spelllng patterns of Bod er's dysphon cuc
group.
Ginn, in his 1979 doctor al disse rtatio n, compa red ver bal and
performance in te lligence quotien ts for a sa mple of 214 boys, 100 o f whom
were educationall y handicapped. O f the 91 childre n categorized in to one of
Boder's three su btypes (9 were in the Undetermine d catego ry), as d iagnose d
by Bader's test, G innfou ndsignificant diffe rences in mean verbal in te lligence
quotients among the three subtyp e s. Dyseldetic chi ldren obtained th e highes t
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mea n vcrbal lQ score and mixed dysphonetic-dyseidetic children obtained the
lowest. These results supposedly confirm the left and right hemisphere
processi ng strengt hs exhibited by dyseidetics and dysphone tics respect ively.
However, research since that time provides no empirical support for the once
believed premises that the wiseverba l subtests involve more left ce rebral
functioning and the performance subtests involve more right cerebral
function ing and that a large discrepa ncy between the scores would indicate
dysfunction in one hemisphere or the other (Goodman & Whitaker, 1985).
Menken's 1981doctoraldissertation involvedthe studyof the auditory
process ing mechanism in normal and dyslexic reade rs as identified by the
Boder. Menk en found that there was no difference in analy tic function
between normal and dyseidetic readers. Howeve r, dysphonetic readers
showed weak ness in a nalytic function in that they made significant ly more
erro rs tha n the other two groups when asked to determine whether aura lly
presented syllables were semantically meaningful or were nonsensical.
The fourt h unpublished docto ral disserta tion Boder cites does not
provide any direct eviden ce supporting the readi ng disa bility sub types. Sporn
(1981) examined the distribution of the Boder tr - : dyslexic categories -
dysphon euc , dyseldetic, mixed dysphonetic-dyseidetic, and undetermined -
accord ing to socioeconomic status and race. Sporn found no significant
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differences in the distributionsbusedon socioeconomic status fur hnth M:XC!'>
and in the distributionsbasedon race for the mules. Boder claims thut these
findings suggest that the Boder test can successfully discriminatebetween
dyslexic subtypes among both low and middle socioeconomic slaws children
and that the findingschallengedefinitionsbyexclusionthat imply thut dyslexia
cannot or should not be diagnosedin lowsocioeconomic status children.
Aaron's (1978) and Malateshu's and Dougan's(1982)studiesarc cited
in the Boder manual as providing evidence for the construct vulidity nf
Buder's subtypes. Aaron ( 1978) administered a psychologicalt est battery to
42 children . 14 normal reade rs and 28 children who were diagnosed us
reading disab led by the Bader test. His tests were supposed to reflect two
types of information processing, the analytic-seq uential and holistic-
simultaneous, simila r to Bader's auditory-analytic and visual-gestalt cognitive
processes involved in the reading process. He ad ministered four tests: the
Wise Digit Span subtest , tests of memory for faces, reproduction of paired-
letter stimul i, and reproduction of individual Imer-shapes. Test score ana lysis
revealed the following results: that the dyspnonetlc group (n '" 14) identified
significantly more faces than the dyseidetic group (n '" ]4); the dyspboneuc
group recalled significanlly fewer digits in seque nce than the normal readers
(n =: 14), however, the level of statistical significance used was not the
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conventional level (p < .10); the dysphonetic group reproduced significantly
more paired let ters as visual gestaltsthan the dyscidencor normal groups;on
delayed recall the dysphonetlc group reversed more le tters and shapes than
did the dyseldenc and normal reader groups. These results led Aaron 10
concludethat dyslexic- childrendeficient inoneinformationprocessing strategy
are normal in the et her. Such a conclusionis unwarranted because of the
small number of subjects utilized in the study, the level of statistical
significance chosen to report results, and the assumpt ion that the four tests
Aaron administered reflect and exclusively represent the two types of
information processing being investigated.
Malalesha and Dougan (1982) used a dichotic listeni ng digits task with
nor mal and dyslexic readers classified by the Bode r test. The re were 14 first
and second grad e children in ea ch of the three gro ups - no rmals, dysphonetlcs,
and dyseidetics. The authors found no stgnlflcant difference between normal
and dyselde dc reader s on the listening task but they did find a significant
differen ce be twee n the normal and dysphonetic groups. Again , conclusio ns
are base d on small n umbers (n "" 14) in each gro up and the evidence that
there a re gro up differences for perfor ma nces on one task is indi rect ra ther
than direc t evidence for Boder's classifica tion system.
'9
A number of o ther construct validity stud ies have bee n conduc ted since
the publication of The Boder Test of Reading-Spelling Patterns in 19H2. Of
the four research studies.two do not provide conclusiveevidencefor Bodcr's
classification system(Nockleby & Galbraith. 1984;Van den Bus, 1984). One
study, although it claims to provide supportive construct validity evidence.
suggests that the theoreti cal basis for Bader 's system may he faulty (Flynn,
Deering, Go ldste in, & Ra hbar, 1992). Two studies (Flynn et a l.• 1992;
Nockleby& Galbraith,1984) suggestthat someof Boder's subtypesurc rcally
variations of reading difficulties that have linguistic origins. Van den Blls
(1984), in trying to valida te the visual processing aspect of the subtypes, found
litt le difference between the subtypes but did find differences between the
non-subtyped dyslexic and the non-dyslexicgroups. The finding.s of the [illest
research are reported in the following section.
Nockleby and G albraith (1984) examined Boder's constru cts of
dysphonetic dyslexia and nonspecific reading reta rdation. They compared
group performances on tasks requiring analytic-sequential und simultaneous-
gestalt processing. Numbers were small, 13 dyspbonetlcs, 9 nonspeclflcs and
10 controls, but the authors concluded that the two constructs rece ived some
support because dyspbonetl cs and nonspccjflcs did not perform significantly
different from the controls on any of the simulta neous-gestalt processing
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measures. the dysphonetics performed significantly below the normals on
three ofth e four analytic-sequential processingmeasures, and the nonspeclfics
performancewas not significantly different from the normalson sevenof the
eight dependent variables.
Interestingly, however. the fact that the two experimental groups
performed similarly and signilicantly below the control group on the
LindamoodAuditoryConceptualization test (Lindamood& Lindamood.1971)
was construed as evidence against Boder's classification system. The
Lindamood Auditory Conceptualization Test diagnoses phonetic skills
difficulties. Nockleby and Galbraith suggest that the dysphonetic and the
nonspecif icreaders may be on different points of a continuum of disabled
readers who have difficulties processingthe sounds of words. Boder (1982)
had described individuals in the nonspecific reading retardation category as
having intact phonetic analysis and visualgestalt word processingskills.
Van den Bas (1984) presented groups of dyslexic children, who had
been subtyped according to the Bodcr classification system, with reading
related tusksthat supposedly tapped someaspectsof the cognitivedimensions
on which, according to Boder (1982), these children are supposed 10 differ.
Specifically,Van den Bas carried out two experiments involvingletter
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processing inthree dyslexicsubgroups. diagnosed according10Onder's crhcnu.
and three control groups.
Resu lts ofva n den Bos's first experi ment , which inves tigate d letter-spoilt
and lei ter-scanni ng skills using st imuli p resented via the two modalities (ViSU'1 1
and a uditory), d id not co nfirm the hypo thesis tha t uudito rial1yp res e nted lett er
sets should be processed better hy dyseidetlc than by dysphon etic readers.
The onlysignificant result was that all the dyslexic groups performed poorer
than the control groups on the letter-scanning tasks.
The second experiment involved letter-matching tusks using six
conditions. Twosignificant findings emerged - that all three dyslexic groups
made more errors than the control groups when the letter-matching condition
was one whe reby capita l and lower case lett ers for the sa me letter were
presented as pai rs (e.g., Bb or Dd) and the subjec ts had to dete rmine whether
they were alike or differ ent; ami the control groups performed bett er than the
dysp honetic and mixed dyslexic groups when the condit ion involved pairs of
letter s that had physically conf using differences (e.g., OQ or EF) hut the
dyse idetic group performed significantly better than the mixed dyslexic group .
Van den Bos concluded that these results suggest a greater similar ity in the
nature of lett e r processing problems in dyslexic childre n than is assumed in
Boder and Ja rrlco's ( 1982) reading disability subtype test. Va n den Bos diu
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caution that these results focused only on letter-processing and not the
readingof wholewordsso differentiation at the wordlevel wouldneed further
research.
In his 1984 repor t of his study, van den Bos cited a replication stu dy
of Aaron's ( 1978) work carried out by Borst (1980)aspart of an unpublished
Master's thesisondyslexia. Borst found nodifferences in the dysphoneticand
dyseideticgroupsstudied on the measures of memoryfor faces (as used by
Aurea , 1978) and the wise Digit Span subtest. These findings weaken
Aaron 's claim that the dyslexic child is most likely deficient in one of two
lnformatlon-processfng stra tegies, namely ana lytic-sequential and holistic-
simultaneous, while being nor mal in the other. As was mentioned previously,
Boder used Aaron' s Findings to support her claims for the construc t validity
of her subtypes.
Flynn and De ering (1989), using electroencephalograms recorded
during cognitive tasks, investigated the construct validity of Boder's
classification system. Two studies were conducted. In the first study which
examined 21 dyslexic children and 6 controls. the re were significant
differences between the dyslexic subgroups and between the dyslexic and
control groups on th ree of the six cognitive tasks. Significant differences were
found for two of seven cognitive tasks in the second study which used 33
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dyslexic children and 31 controls. The authors also found significant
differences in left te mporal-pa rieta l theta activity in the
electroe ncephalograms of the dyseidetic children which they interpreted In
mean that the reading disabilities of that groop may be the result of over-use
of linguistic abilities rather than deficient vi..ual-spaual skills.
Finally, F lynn, Deering, Goldstein, and Rahbar ( 1992) inves tigated the
construct validity of Boder's dyslexia subtypes using quant ified BEG. T heir
results support ed Boder's constructs. Using a sample of 27 dyspbonetl cs. 1I
dyseidetics, and 6 nondisabled children, they examined EEd 'amplitudes (If
children while engaged in contextual reading tasks and at rest. They found
left temporal differences in children with dyscidetic dyslexb. and right parie tal-
occipital differences for those with dysphonetic dyslexia. They expected
higher amplitudes in children with dyslexia as opposed to the nondisahlcd,
based on the hypothesis that dyslexic children would overcompensate when
engaged in contextual reading tasks; however, they ohtained thc opposite
result.
Although the results provided support for Boder's typology, the authors
suggest thai Bader needs to reconsider her theoretical buse. Onder
hypothesized that children with dyseidetie dyslexia read poorly because of
right-hemisphere deficits. She also believes these children have normalle ft-
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hemisphere-mediated phonetic analysis abilities. Based on results of th ree
Indepe ndent samples (F lynn & Deering, 1989; Flynn et al., 1992) wherein
significant left te mporal diffe rences were found in children with dyseidetic
dyslexia compared to nondisabled readers, Flynn et al.,(1992)propose, using
Frith's (1981) analysis of reading development, that dyseideric dyslexic
childre n do not have normal decoding skills. They claim this group are
deficient in read ing because of overreliance on lower level linguistic skills.
Dyseidetic dyslexics perceive sound-by-sound and do not advance to
perception of wordsand word parts as meaningful units.
Frith (1981)postulates a readingdevelopment processthat starts with
the ' tcgograpbic" stage, which is the perception of words as separate ent ities,
followed by the "alphabetic" stage, involvingdiscovery of decodi ng principles,
aijfl culminating in the "orthographic" stage, involving analysis of word parts
and perception of patterns. Flynn et a l. (1992) describe dyseidetic dyslexic
readers as having skipped the initial logographic stage and remain ing stuck at
the a lphabet ic stage. In contrast, they explain that the dysphonetic dyslexic
readers' read ing development progress involves doing relat ive ly well at the
logographic stage, bypassing the alphabe tic stage and progressing throug h the
orthograp hic stage to become more or less effective reader s, recognizing
words through analogy 10 known words and analysis of word part s. This
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interpretation recategorizes dyscidetic dyslexia as being of linguistic origin.
As mentioned earlier, the intern wanted to investigate the rela tiunship
between Boder's reading disability subtypes and results obtained from the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children - Revised (1974). Where Smith
(1970) used Bannatyne's (1966) left and right hemisphere test categories. the
intern proposed to use Kaufman's (t9 75) factor scores and his information
processing categorizations of subtests. Kaufman's factors were chosen because
they have been adopted as part of the most recent edition of the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children, the WISC-III (Wechsler, 1991), u test widely
used by guidance counsellors and educational psychologists. Following are
explanations of Kaufman's factor scores and his catego rizations of
simultaneous and successive sabtests of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale fnr
Children - Revised.
Kaufman's WISC-R n a oe Scores
Factor analysis of the standardization group for the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children - Revised (Wechsler, 1974) indicated that three
factors could describe what the test is measuring: Verbal Comprehension.
Percep tual Organ ization, and the Third Factor, also called Freedom (rum
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Distractibility (Kaufman . 1975). M.,my clinicians who arc involved in the
assessment of children analyze WISC·R patterns and use factor scores in an
attempt to evaluate a child's stre ngths and weaknesses. Th e newest edi tion
of Wechsler's intelligencescale fOTchildren. the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Childr en - III (Wechsle r, 1991), allows for the scoring of the thr ee factors,
tra nsformation of the scores into deviation quotien ts, and provides dat u for
comparative profile analysis purpose s.
The Verba l Comprehe nsion facto r score measures verbal knowledge
and understanding obtained informally and through formal education. f our
verbal svbiests. Information. Similarities. Vocabula ry, and Compreh ension
have bee n found to have the highest loadin gs on the Verba l Comp rehension
facto r. The sum of the scaled scores for these subtests yie lds a Verba l
Comprehension factor score which can be converted to a deviati on quot ien t.
The Perceptual O rganization factor , a nonverbal score , reflect s the
abil ity to interpret and organize visually perceived mate rial with in a time
limit. Th is factor score is calculated by finding the sum of the scaled scores
for the Picture Completion, Picture Arrangement, Block Design, and Objec t
Assemb ly subtes rs.
Lastly, the Third Factor, or Freedom from Distractibility factor is
computed by summing the scaled scores for the Arithmetic, Digit Span , and
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Cod ing B subtese, There have been many inte rpretations as 10 what this
Third Factor is measuring. Sattler (1988) suggests that Ihis factor SCU TC
measures the ab ility to atte nd or concentra te, but may also involve numerical
ability and sho rt- te rm memory .
Waldron and Saphire (1990)in a comparative analyticstudy of wIse-
R factors for gifted students with and without le.arning disabil ities found no
significant difference between the group mean scores for the Thi rd Factor,
although the mean was lower for the learning disabled group. or fourtee n
WISC·R factor scores computed for the two groups. there was only o ne
significant finding when the groups were compared. The gifted group with
lea rning disab ilities scored significan tly lower than the gifted grou p witho ut
learn ing disab ilities on the Organic Bra in Synd rome factor. Th is factor was
devel oped by Wechslcr (1974) who. afte r studying the standardization gruup,
noted that a pattern of low scores on the Digit Span. Coding, and Bloc k
Design IIl3y indica te bra in dysfunction. Care should be exercised in
gcneraliz ing these results, however, as numbers in the groups were small.
Only 14 of the expe rimenta l group and 17of the control group had comple te
da ta available and were used for all the factor comparisons. For some factor
compa risons, such as the Organic Bra in Syndrome factor, a two-tailed signed
rank test was done based on only 13 observations.
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In a rev iew of stud ies involving interpreting low Th ird Factor scores,
Wielkiewicz(1990) found that the followinghypothesesand observations were
prese nted: presence of a learning disability, motivationa l prob lems in schoo l,
disabled reade r with a weakness in short-term memory and visual-motor
integr ation. child would obta in low scores on sta ndardiz ed test of
achieve ment, a specific deficit in arithmet ic achievemen t, more males obtain
low Third Factor scores, difficulty in concentration or focusing anennon .
child is hyperactive; deficit in sequential processing that may be rela ted to
difficulty in decoding or 'sounding out" words; deficiency in executive
proble m-solving strategies; child would score Jow on Part B of The Tra il
Maki ng Test; child may manifest poor study skills, distract ibility, deficits in
motor development, deficits in speech and lan guage, and deve lopmental
delays. Wielkiewicz, in an attempt to find a single construct to connect this
wide range of findings, presents a case for interpreting the Third Factor as
reflecting exec utive a nd short-te rm memory processes invo lved in plan ning,
monitoring, e nd evaluating task per forma nce.
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Ka ufm an 's Sj mylta ne pus /Su tte!jsjye P[()C(Ij.<;jng Suhles15
Kaufman (1979) suggested tha t the WISC·R sub tests can beorganized
acco rding to the Lu ria-Das psycbo ne urologlca t mode l which pos tula tes two
types of ment al fuactlomng • simulta neous and success ive processing. This
mod el originat ed from Luri a's (1966) research I tndtngs with putlerns
man ifestin g lef t he misphere damage. In the e arly conce ptua liza tion o f th e two
pro cesses , the simultane ous process was very close ly associ ated with visio n a nd
touch and the successive processwith hearing and movement.
In a later refi nement by Das, Kirby, and Jarman ( 1975). simultaneous
proces sing was thought 10 involve stimuli which are primarily spatia l und
requ ire multi ple p rocessing (l.e.. when diffe rent independent varia bles urc
considered at one time). This type of processing is necessary to form any
holistic Gestalt and has typically been associated with a task such as Raven's
Progressive Mat rices (Das, IGrby, & Jarman, 1919).
Luria (1966) contended that simultaneous synthesis is involved in
several types of linguistic processing where logical-grammat ical rclution shtps
(e .g., brothe r's son) and comparative spatial relationships (e.g., bigger than,
abov e, below) are require d. Nuglieri, Kamphaus, and Kaufman ( 1983) claim
that simulta neous processing is likely to be involved when a task requires the
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organizat ion of stimuli with consideration of the relationships between each
of several components, regardless of the specific content of the task.
Naglieri er al, (1983) state that successive processing involves the
organization of Slimuli into some temp orally organized series in which the
specific order of stimuli is more impo rtant than the overall relationships
among them. Each stimulus is related only to the preceding and following
ones. The W)SC·R digit spa n forward is an example of successive processing.
Luria (1966) stated that this type of processi ng is important fo r the
automatizat ion of sk illed movements, rote memorv, and narrative speech.
Naglieri et a l. (1983) use language as a base for contrasting the two
processes. They claim that successive processing is important in language and
speech for the ordering of words while simultaneous processing is just as
important in the formation of the concep t or meaning behind the words.
Although the Luria-Das model does not have a hiera rchical structu re, Das
( 1972) stated that an interre lated exist-:nee of the two processing modes is
considered beneficia l for most higher-level learning.
For assessmen t and instructional purposes and based on the Das-Ki rby
neurological model of,information processing, Kaufman (1979) suggested the
following division of nine of Wechsler's WISC·R sub tests:
Picture Comple tion
Block Design
Object Assembly
Similari ties
S llcce~sive
Picture Arrangement
Coding
Mazes
Digit Span
Arithmetic
hi
In relation to reading difficulties and mental processing styles, three
studies have used various test batte ries \\-hich reflect the two processing IlUKJc S
and have suggested that reading difficulties are re lated 10deficient successive
processing (Bla ckman, Bilsky, Burger, & Mar, 1976: Dus & Cummins, 1978 ;
Stoiber , Bracken, & G issal, 1983). No attempt was made to connect the
processing modes with reading disability subtypes, althou gh Stoibe r ct ul .
(1983) stated that in read ing,word recognition involvessimultaneous functions
with a sight-wo rd approach, whereas phon etic deco ding en tails seq uent ial or
successive organi zation which is simila r to Buder's lmerpreuukm of (he sight
word approach as being a gestalt task and right hemisphere relat ed and
phone tic decodin g as being an ana lytic task and left hemisphere related.
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~aljdily of the Boder
Another aspect of the researchwas10examinethe concurrent validity
of the Boder using the reading subtest of a standardized test of ach ievement,
the Wide Range Achievement Tes t . Revised (Jastak & Wilkinson, 1984).
The Wide Range Achievement Test • Revised has bee n widely used in
assessing childre n throughout our local school district and in hospital and
clinic settings. The reading subtesr involves pronouncing words from a list
that increases in level of difficulty. The test can be administered and scored
very quickly. Sta ndard scores, percentiles , and reading grade levels can he
computed from the raw score. The purpose of this portion of the research
was to ascertai n whethe r the Boder Test, despite its psychometric
shortcomings. does at least provide valid reading levels.
No studies have been conducted examini ng the concurrent validity of
the reading levels obtained on the Boder and the Wide Range Ach ievement
Test-Revised. The Wide Range Achievement Test was revised in 1984 and
is the version most widely used at the prese nt time. Only two refe rences were
found for concurrent validity studies involving the original Wide Range
Achievement Tes t und the Boder.
~,
Ginn, in his 1979 d octoral dissertatio n. com p uted th e corre lation
between the WRAT and the Boder reading grade level" in M re :I.lJing
disabled boys and reponed a correla tion of 0.74. When he combined th e test
results of th a t readin g disabled grou p and 114 rorm a l readers. lhe pooled
correlation was 0.91. Ginn commented. how ever, th a t "the Butler re:lding
level, with respect to the WR AT was compa ratively tower for the rending
disa bled sam ple. That is, t he Bcder ill compari son 10 the WRAT better
diffe rentiate d betwee n reeding-disabled and normals" (p~ll) .
Camp & Dolc ourt ( 1977) des igned two paralle l. standardized reading
and spelling forms based on Bader's work. They administered these lwtl
reading tests and the WRA T to 34 children f rom regu lar fift h-grade cresses
and 18 child ren from the fo urth 10 the sixth g rade who had be en pre viou.<Jy
diagnosed as retarde d readers. They reported ;t 0.95 co rrelat io n betw een the
grade levels obtained on the WRAT andthe two para llel forms of the Bode r.
Th e authors concluded tha t scores on the ir Bader lists were suCfidently
comparable to those obtained frum the WRAT 10 wurram s ubstituti ng the
Bod er (or th e WRAT.
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Methodology
Re search H ypothese s
It was hypo thesized that
(1) Readers categor ized as dyseldetic by The B oder Test of R eading-
Spelling Patterns would h ave high er mean WISC~R Verbal Inte lligence
Quotients than ei ther re aders categorize d as d ysphone tic or mixed
dy spboneuc-dyseidetic,
(2) Readers categorized as dy sefdetic by The Boder Test of Re ading-
Spelling Patt erns would have higher Verbal Com prehension De viation
Quotients d e rived fr om the WISC-R scores th a n eithe r readers catego rizedas
dysphonetic or mixed dysphonetic-dyseidetic.
(3) Readers catego rized as dyseidetic byThe Boder T est of Reading-
Spelli ng Patternswoul d have higher scoreson theSuccessiveWI SC·R s ubtests
than eithe r readers cate gor ized as dysphonetic o r mixe d dysphonedc -
d yseldetic .
(4 ) Read e rs cate gorized a s dysphonetic by The Boder T est of
R eading·Sp elling P atterns would ha ve higher scores on the Simultaneo us
WI SC·R su btess th an oyse ldeuc o r mixed dyspbone t ic-dyse idetic
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(5) Groups identified as dyslexic by The Boder Test of Rending-
Spelling Patttems (i.e. dysphonetic, dyseidctic, lind mixed dysphonct!c-
dyseidetic), as a whole,wouldhave lower deviation quotients for the WISC· R
extracted Third Factor than the other groups as a whole (i.e., normal,
nonspecific, and nondete rmined).
(6) There wouldbe a slgnlflcampositive correlation between reading
scores on the Boder and the WRAT·R.
Research Perspective
This research enabled the intern to explore the scie ntist-practitione r
model and to conduct research activities in parallel with applied activities.
Consequently, as willbe Indicated , there were relativelyfew subjects uvuilublc
andit was not possible to collect additional data which would he necessary In
adequatelyexplore the hypotheses. Therefore, analysesapp ear which might
not nor mally appear in a published manuscript. This project should he
evaluated in the context of this exercise as one which enabled the intern 10
acquire adequate experience in the process of research.
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Subjects included 24boys and? girls. The children ranged in age from
7years 11 months to 17 years 3 months. Fifteen children werein the 7 to 9
year o ld range, II child ren we re in the 10 to 12 year o ld range , and four
children were in the 13 to 17 year old age range.
Thirty of the 31 children had been referred for di agnosis or
remed iat ion of reading difficult ies. Fourtee n of the child re n had taken part
in a psychoeducationa l assessme nt carried out by the intern. Sixteen others
had been referred by parents. teachers, or counsellorsto the Diagnostic and
Remedial Unit for summer remediation in reading as carried out by the
university's Special Ed ucation students. The students were tutoring the
children as part of the course requirement for Education 3650. a practicum
course in Special Education. Thirty of the children were included in the
research project because intelligence lest information,specifically WISC-R
lest dat il, was a vailable for them,
~. The Boder Test of Reading-Spelling Pattern s (Boder &
Janko, 1982). Thistest hasbeen explicitlydescribedin a previous section of
this paper.
b7
The Wide Ran ge Ach ievement Test - Revi.~d (Jasrak & Wilk in.'>lln.
1984). This standard izedachieveme nt test contains th ree sub tcsu- spelling.
ari thmetic and read ing. Standard scores. percentile ranks. and groldc
eq uivalents canbe ob tained fromthe Tawscores. There are two levels tI( the
test : LevelOne (or ch ildren aged5 years0 monthsto 11rears II months and
Level Two for ages 12 years 0 months toadult hood. Age norms lire availa ble
fo r ages 5 years 0 mo nths to 74 yea rs 11 mo nths. O nly the reading sulucst
was used in this study.
~. The Wech sler Intellige nce Scale fo r Chltd ren - R evised
(Wec hsler. 1974). The WISGR is a widely used intelligence 1C.~1 wh ich is
individually administe redto children who range inage from6 years0 months
10 16years 11 mont hs. It co nsistsof twelve subrests, six of wh ich ma ke up a
Verbal Scale and six which co mprise a Performance Sca le. Th e Verbal SCale
is consider ed an index of verbal ability a nd is de pendent on a child's
accumulated experience. Qu estions are presented ve rbally and respo nses arc
given ora lly. The Performance Scale is considered til be an Index or
no nverbal ability or visual/ spatial/ motor ab ilities and is more dependen t lin
th e child's immediat e problem-solving ability. The te st items arc non verbal
a nd genera lly presen ted visually; solutions require motor responses untl/n r
m inimal verbal responses. Scaled scores a nd intellige nce quoilc nts can he
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calculated from the raw sco res. The standa rdization sample for th is test
contained 2200 cases, including 200childrenin each of eleven age groups.
Report Writer: Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Child ren -Revised
(Do ugherty, 1985). T his comp uter program analyzes raw sco res fro m the
WISC-R; specifically it categorizes the scores inmvarious factor groupings,
sta tistically compares subtest and factor score s and wri tes a report based on
significant findings. The Report Writer uses the followingsub tests to make
the factor and informationprocessing groupings thatwe re used in this study:
Verbal Co mprehe nsion' Information, Similaritie s, Vocabulary, and
Co m prehens ion
Perceptual O rganiza tion; P icture Comple tio n, Picture Arrange ment. Block
De sign, and Object Assembly.
Th ird Factor : Dig it Span, C oding B,Arithmetic.
Sim ultaneou s: Picture Com pletion, Block D esign, an d Object Assem b ly
Successive : Pictu re Arra ngement and Co ding B.
The intern individua lly adm inistere d the Bod er Test of R ead ing-
Sp elling Pattern s (B oder & Jarrico, 1982) to a ll 31children. A t or aro u nd the
sa m e lime the Bader was administe red, twenty-eight of these childr e n were
.~
also administe red the reading s ubtes o f the Wide Range Achievement Test-
Revised . Eleve n of the WRAT-R read ing subtesu were udminis t cr cd hy the
intern and 11 were admlnstered bythe unbersity practicumstude rus assigned
totach child. Wechsler Intellige nceScale for Children - Revised scoreswere
obtained for 30 or the 31 children who ha d alsobeen admin istere d theBo dc r.
All three sets of lest results (f.e.. Boder, WRAT·R and WISC·R) we re
availab le for 27 of the subjects.
Resu lts
It mus t benoted here th a t the s mall numbers of subjects es pecially in
subgr o ups of readers make generalizat ion very difficu lt . if no t impossihle
withou t a larger samp le size w hich, un fonunat ely, was not ava i lable lu the
intern.
The m ea ns and standa rd devia tions HE the subjects' scores o n the
WRAT.R,WIS C·R Full Scale I mellige nce Scale , WISC· R Verba l l nlclligc ncc
Scale, WISC-R Perfor mance Intellige nce Sca le. and the Bode r Te st of
Reading-Spelling Patterns are p resent ed inTab le 1.
A cor re lation coefficie nt of 0.89 was obt ained betwee n the reading
grade levels of the Bu der and the W RAT·R. This result is similar to the
results .btained by Cam p & Dalcourt (1977) and G inn (1979 ) when they
comp a red the origina l WRAT to the Boder.
Table I
Means and Standard Deviations for WRAT·R WtSC -R and Bo der
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Variable M
WRAT-R 2.68
WISC·R FIQ' 101.40
VIQl 97.30
PIO } 106.07
Soder 3.60
1.78
15.01
12.96
16.89
2.55
IFIO: Full Scale Intelligence Quotient
lVIQ: Verbal Intelligence ScaleQuo tient
JpIQ: Performance IntelligenceScale Quotient
7 1
Th e Boder diagnostic classifications were det e rmined for eac h subject
accord ing to instructions provided in the test manual. Seven classification
groups were identified and were as follows:
I. normal (no discrepancy in the readi ng-spelling patternand reading
quotient is equal to or greater than 100)
2. nonspecific (no discrepancy in the readi ng-spell ing pattern hut
read ing quotient is less than 100)
3. dysphonetic (discrepancy in the reading-spelling pattern su ch tha t
50% or fewer Knownwords are spe lledcorrectlyand 50% or fewer Un known
words ar e spelled as Good Phonet ic Equivalents; the re ading quotient is
greater than or equal to 67)
4. dyseidetic (discrepancy in the re ading-spelling pattern s uch tha i
50% or fewer Known words are spelled correctly but mor e than Sll% of
Unknown words are spe lled as Good P honetic Equiva le nts; the reading
q u otient is less than or equal to 80)
5. mixed cysphonetic-dyseidetlc (discrepancy in th e reading-spelling
patt ern such that 50% or fewer Kn ownwords are spelled correctly a nd 50%
o r fewer Unknown words are spelled as Good Phonetic Equiva le nts; t he
re ading quotie nt is less than 67)
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6. undete rmined (discrepancy in the reading-spelling pattern s u ch tha t
50 % or fewer Knownwords are spelled correctly and more than 50% of
Un known words arc spe lled as G ood Phonetic Equivalents; the read ing
q uotient is greater than 80)
7. other (these su bjects co uld not be cl assified into any of the
c ategories mentio nedabo ve)
Th e mean grade equivalents and group size of the seven classif ica tions
of the 31 subjec ts are pres ented in Table 2.
As can be seenin Table 2, th e most commonclassification of reader
is the dysphonetic. In fact, the num ber in the dysphoneric gr oup isalm ost as
la rge as the other sixgroups combined.
Means and standa rd deviations for eachof these seven groups on the
W ISC·R Full-Scale Inte lligence Scale, W ISC·R Ve rbal Intelligence Scale,
WISC·R Performance Int e lligence Scale a re prese nted in T able 3. The
Dyseideticgroup hashighe r mean WISC·R VerbalIntelligence Quotient sthan
either the dysphenetieor the mixed dyseidetic·dysphonetic group.
Complete WISC-R factor scores and successive and simu ltan eou s
su brest meanscoreswere calculated for28 of thesubjects using the computer
program Report Writer: Wechsler Intelligence Sca le for Children-Re vised
(19 85) de scribed earlier this paper. The Third Fa ctor score could not he
Table 2
Group Size G rade Equivalen t Srores and StandiJrd Devi:J!jpns pf
Subje c ts Ca te gorized Accordi n g!o the Hodcr
Mean
Reading Gro up Grade Standurd
(Sod e r) Eq uivalent De vlntlcn
Normal 2 B.55 .OJ
Nonspecific 2 1.90 2.12
Dysphon etic 12 2.81 1.62
Dyseidetic 3 3.4 5 .21
Mixed 1.97 2.KlJ
Und e termined 4.80 4 .117
Othe r 5.17 1.41
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Table 3
Mcans and Standard Deviations of the Readjng Groups for WISC·R FlO
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WISC-R Scores
Reading FIQ VIQ PIQ
Group
(Boder)
Normal 103.50(27.58) 103.50 (23.33) 101.00(26.88)
Nonspecific 97.00 (11.31) 92.00 (2.82) 105.00 (21.21)
Dysphonetic 12 94.92 (13.41) 93.33 (14.70) 98.00 (11.72)
Dyseidetic 115.00 (18.36) 104.33 (9.71) 124.00(21.66)
Mixed 94.25 (4.57) 92.50 (5.68) 98.50 (8.58)
Undete rmin ed 4 112.25 (16.28) 105.50 (12.71) 117.00 (18.26)
Other 110.33 (7.51) 101.00 (12.16) 120.00 (13.0R)
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calculated for two subjects because the Digit Spun subtes t of the WISC·R had
nor bee n administered.
The means and standard deviations of the reading groups nn Verbal
Com prehension ( Informat ion. Similarities, vocabufury, and Cumpr chcus km),
Percep tual Orga nization (Picture Completion, Picture Arrange ment) , and the
Third Factor (Digit Span, Coding B and Arit hmet ic) ure presented in Table
4. The dyseidetic group had higher mea n Verbal Compreh ension scores than
either the dysphcn etic or mixed group.
The means andstandard deviationsof thegroupson the Simultaneous
(Picture Comp letion. Block Design, a nd Object Assembly) and Succe.ssive
(Picture Arrangement and Coding B) info rmation processing groupings are
presented in Table 5.
Of the thre e dyslexic reading groups referred to ea rlier, the dyseidet lc
group had the highest mean scores on the Successive subrest . However ,
cont rary to expectation. the cysphoneuc group did not have the highest score
of th ree groups on the Simullaneou s sub resr score . In filet , it had the lowesl
Whi le Tabl e 3 Indicated that dysetdeucs had the highest mean Ver hal
Inte lligenc e Ouotient of the three groups, analysis of variance indica ted tha i
the differ ences between the three groups were not significa nt (F (2, 16) = .% ,
< .40). These results are presented in Tahle 6.
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Table 4
Mean s and Standard Deyiat ions of the Re ading Groups for WISC-R F:IClo TS
Ve rbal Com prehe nsjon PerceDlYa!On mnjzal iQo and the Third Factor
WISC-R Factors
Rl::adlng
Group
(Bode r)
Verball Perceptual!
Comprehens ion Organiza tion
Third~
Factor
Normal 106.50 (26.16) 103.00 (26.87) 92.00 (16.97)
Nonspecific 93.00 ( .00) 107.00 (24.04) 96.50 (7.78)
Dysphcnetic 12 95.08 (13.23) 100.00 (11.61) 86.08 (12.82)
Dyseldeuc 107.33 (9.45) 127.33 (19.73) 95.67(13.50)
Mixed 93.00 (3.46) 100.25 (4.79) 90.33 (10.41)
Und etermin ed 4 107.25 (11.84) 119.75 (20.98) 102.00 (8.29)
Other 103.33 (16.80) 116.13 (9.82) 94.50 (4.95)
lWISC-R Information, Similarities.Vocabularyand Comprehension subt esrs.
2WISC_R Picture Completion and Picture Arr angeme nt subtes ts.
3WlSC·R Digit Span, Coding B and Arithmetic subtests.
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TableS
Mean Simultaneous and Successiv e Sublest Deyiation Ol1!l!iem s und 51'lIlllanl
De viations for the Seven ClassificatipO!; Resulting from Adm inistratjon of the
Reading
Group
(Boder) Simultaneous! Successive!
Normal 104.00 (22.63) 95.50 (24.75)
Nonspecific 111.00 (24.04) 93.50 (9.19)
Dysphonetic 12 100.67 (10.83) 95.17 ( 17.2H)
Dyseidetic 126.00 (15.87) 114.00 (24.9H)
Mixed 101.00 (4.16) 96.75 (15.20)
Undetermined 117.50(20.94) 112.25 (12.12)
Other 114.00 (7.21) 122.33 (16.74)
IThis subgroup comprises the subtesrs of Picture Completion, muckDcsil;D
andObject Assembly.
2'J'his subgroup comprises the subtests of Picture Arrangementand CmJjng D.
Tab le fi
Analysis of Variance of WISC·R Verbal I n t e !Ji ~ence QUolie m hy Three
.C'ategories of Dys!exic Subjects
Source Ill! df MS E a
Between 3 19.46 159.73 .96 .40
Groups
Within 2664.33 16 166.52
Groups
Total 18
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Similar ly, while the dyseldetlc group had the highest mean Vcr ha l
Comprehension Deviat ion Quotient of these three groups, the differences
were not significant (F (2,16) = 15 8, P < .24). These result s a re presented
in Tabl e 7.
Th e cyseide tics, us p redicted. had higher scores on the Successive
sub tesn than the uysphonetlc a nd mixed groups. But again the differences
were no t significant (F (2, 16) = 1.33. P < .29). The se results UTe presente d
in Table 8.
It was predicted that the dysphonericreaders would have higher scores
than the dyselde uc or the mixed group on the WISC-R sub tes rs comprising
the Simultaneous information processinggrouping. Tahle 5 indicated thut thi.~
group had the lowest mean score of the three groups. Th e di fferences were
significant (F (2, 16) - ,p < .01 ). The results are p rese nte d in Tablc 9,
In o rder to exa mine the hypothesis tha t dyspho netic, dyseld ctlc. a nd
mixed dysphonet ic-dyseide tic would have lower T hird Factor deviation
quot ien ts tha n the othe r rea ding groups, the groups we re cornhincd to furl1l
a Dyslexic group and this group was compared to the oth er groups combined.
Th e means an d standa rds devtado ns of these groups on the Thi rd Factor ar c
pre sen ted in Table to.
Tahle 7
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Ana lysis o f Variance of WISC·R Verhal Comprehe nsioo factor by Three
Categories of Qyslcx jc Subjects
Source 55 er IdS
Between 425.05 212.52 1.58 .24
Groups
Within 2139.58 16 133.72
Groups
Tolal 18
Xl
T able 8
Analy~i5 of Var iance o f Succe~sive WISC-R Sllhtests by Three Calel'nrjcs of
Dyslexic Suhjecls
Source ss df MS E
Between 86632 433.16 1.33 .29
Groups
Within 5224.42 16 326.53
Groups
Total 18
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Table 9
Ana lysis of Vjlriance of Simultaneoys WISC·R Subles 's by Three QlI egori es
of DYslexic Subjects
Source ss d£ MS
"
Between
Groups 1611.02 805.51 6.98 .01
WithinGroups 1846,67 16 115.42
Total 18
Table 10
Mean Th ird Fa ctor Deviation Q UQtien ts jJnd Standard Deviat ions by the TWIl
G ro upings Nondyslexjc and Dyslexic Subjects
Mean
Reading Group T hird Factor
(Boder) Deviation !ill
Q uotient l
No ndyslexic' 10 97.40 9.07
Dyslexic" \ 8 8839 12.42
ITh ird factor compr ises sub tes rs of Dig it Span. Coding B and Ari thme tic
"includes Normal, Nonspe cific, Und eterm ined, and Oth er
"include s Dysphone tic, Dyseldetlc. and Mixed Dysphonetic -Dyseid ct ic
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Analysis of variance indicated tha t the dyslexic group had significantly
lower Third Factor scores than the other group (F(l , 26) = 4.03, P < .05).
Please see Ta ble II.
Since Boder also considers the undetermined reading group to be
dyslexic, thai reading group was added to the dyslexic gro up and the results
wer e re-ana lyzed. The differenc es between the two groups of reader s on the
Th ird Factor were not significant (F(1, 26) '" .38. P c .54) . The se results are
presented in Table 12.
Table 11
Analysis of variance of Th ird Factor by Two Grn nps of Qy~lcxic" anti Non-
Dyslexjcb Subjects
Source
Between 522.00 522.01 4.03 .05
Gr oup s
Within Groups 3364.68 26 129.41
Total 27
' includes Dysphonetic , Dyseidetic, and Mixed Dysphonetic-D ysc idc tic
"includes Norma l, Nonspecific, Undetermined, and Other
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Table 12
Analysis of Variance of ThirdFac!ol' by Two Groups of Dyslexic"jlol! NQll.::
Dyslexici'Subjects
Source SS dl MS E
Between 56.75 56.75 .39 .54
Groups
Within 3364.68 26 147.31
Groups
Total 27
"includes Dysphonetic, Dyseidetic, and MixedDysphonetic-Dyseidetic and
Undetermined
"includes Normal,Nonspecific, and Other
B7
Discussion
The high correlation coefficient obtained between the grudc levels
obtained on The Bader Test of Reading-SpellingPauerus and the WRAT-R
suggests that these tests can be used interchangeably us a measure of
recognition of words in isolation. This result gives a measure of rcussuruncc
that the Boder can be used us a sight reading lest.
The lack of statistical support for the hypothesis that the dysctdcrlc
readers would obtain significantly higher verb al intelligence, verba l
comp re hension, and Successive subtest deviation quotients is not surprising
considering the small numbers used in this sample (30) nml the small
percentage otsubiecrs classified as dyseldetlc. While Ginn's ( 1979) stgntrtcurn
findings were based on a larger sample of 10 dyseidetics, 60 dysphonctlcs, 21
dysphon etic-dyseiderics, and 9 undete rmineds, the present research resulted
in only three subjects in the dyseide tic category as compared to 12 in the
dysphonetic categ ory. To more adequate ly attem pt to confirm nr refute the
findings of Ginn ( 1979), the intern would have had to use a larger sample of
subjects. Rather than engaging in a large scale study such as might he
required if a thesis option had been chosen , the inte rn's intent in undc rtuklng
this small resea rch project was to explore ideas thut had been presented in
8M
previous research concerning the relationship between the Bocer and the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children.
Th e larger number of dysphonetics than dyseidetics or mixed
dyspbcnenc-dysci detics that resulted from this study was not unexpected.
Approximately two-thirds of those diagnosed as dyslexic hy The Boder Test
of Reading-Spelling Patterns are found to be of the dysphoneuc type. From
a random sample of 107 children, Bcder determined the distributio n of the
dyseidetic subtype to be approximately9%, the mixed dysphonetlc-dyseldctic,
22% and the undetermine d group, 6% (Boder, 1971).
Again, althoughnumberswere small for this project (dyseidctics = 3.
dysphonetics = 12, and mixed dysphonetic-dyseidetic '" 4) and, therefore ,
drawing any conclusions based on such numbers would not be warranted, it
is worth noting that the significant findings of the analysis of the reading
classifications and the simultaneous sub test deviation qu otien ts may he
connec ted to othe r ana lyses performed on the data.
The dyseide tic ra ther than the dysphonetic group obtaine d the highest
mean on the Simultaneous subtes ts. This finding is likely re lated to the fact
that alt hough there were no significant differences among the reading
classifica tiongroups when the WISC· R Ver bal Ouotiems were conside red, the
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rcsulu were significant when the Performance Intelligence Scale quotients
were analyzed(p < .05). The simultaneoussubtests are subsumed under the
per forma nce intelligence subtests and there fore, the two deviation quo tients
wou ld he expected to vary in a similar fashion. Perhaps the unexpected result
was a result of the small sam ple size.
Results of the analysisof Kaufman'sThirdFactor betweendyslexicand
no n-dyslexic groups were suppo rtive or the hypothesis, tha t learni ng disabi lity
groups would. em the ave rage, score lower on this factor score than non-
learning-disabled groups. However, when resultswere analyzed includingthe
"undetermined"group. one of the readingclassificationsthat Boder considered
10 be a variation of the dyslexic types, there were no significant findings. Pa rt
of the reason for the change in significance is tha t the mean score on the
Thi rd Fac tor for the "undetermine d" group was the highest of a ll the
groupin gs, although it did not differ significantly from the other groups. The
significa nt findings, however , do cast doubt on the constru ct validity of Bode r's
classificat ion system just as Nockleby and Galbrai th's (1984) findings and
subsequen t interpr eta tion that Bode r's non-dyslexic classificati on "nonspecific"
may just be a differen t po int on a cont inuum of disabled rea ders who have
dif ficulties processing the sounds of words.
Conclusions and Recommendations
This research project enabled the intern to gain more insight intu the
complexitie s involved in doing research. Also, examining such a test as the
Boder in the research project made the intern very aware of the need Inr
guidance counsellors. educational psychologists and llny lest users to closely
examine tests before using them in assessment batteries.
Since examining the test manual, researching test critiques. nrul
administer ing The Bade r Test of Reading-Spelling Patterns . IS pun (If thls
research project and in subsequent employment situat ions. the intern has
come to the conclusion that the information obtained by adm inistering the
Boder is not worth the difficulties encountered in its administration and
scoring. If a practitioner wanted information on a child's decod ing skills, then
other standardized tests, such as the Wide Range Achievement Tes t-Revised,
the Peabody Individual Achievement Test and the SIns-son Oral Reading Test ,
are easier to administer and score than the Boder. Using such tests instead
of the Boder would result in less time needed for assessment and more time
for remed iation planning.
In addition to the problem of time for administrating and scoring nf
the Boder, Bader 's classification system for reading disab ilities dues Hilt
9 1
appear to have enough construct validity resea rch suppo rt to warra nt using it
as a diagnostic method for pract itioners assessing reading disabilit ies. T he
focus needs to be on determining the strength s and weakne sses o f the chi ld
so that appropriate interven tion a nd re mediation can be developed .
Finally, in the intern 's experien ce assessing child ren who have
difficultie s acqu iring beginning readin g skills, most appear to lack
phonolog ical awarene ss skills. A~ a result, the intern has used informa l
assessment tools such as the Test of Aud itory Analysis Skills (Rosner, 1979),
the Strip Init ial Consonant Task (Sauler, 1988) a nd the Phonological Odd ity
Task (Sattle r, 1988) to check a child's skills in this area, afte r an inform al
read ing inventory has been admi nistered and it has been de term ined that the
child is reading below expected levels. To get a more accu rate pictu re of the
nature and extent of a child's readin g difficultie s, it is he lpful to gather
info rmation about the child's background and experience with the pri nted
word , decoding skills, sight word vocabulary, read ing comprehension and
intelligence levels, and recep tive language skills.
In spite of the limitation s of the Boder for practicing scho ol
psychologists, more refinement of the Boder may contribute to the
understanding of below-average readers' problems. This, in turn, is critical to
developing more effective remediation programmes for nil children having
reading prob lems.
The seemingly high numbers of children having difficulty with
phonological awareness skills also has important implications for the gene ral
primary curriculum. In Newfoundland and labrador, as elsewhere in Canada.
children beginning to read are taught to recognize words largely hy
appearance and to focus on the overall meaning of a story using such cues a.~
pictures. The 'whole-language' methods used de-emphasize the leaching of
decoding skills. Indeed, in this province as well as in six others (Shnnc r.
1992), the only textbooks on the approved lists are those that reflect a whole-
language philosophy.
The re are many for whom this method which de-emphasizes decoding
appears not to be appropriate. Children at risk for reading failure and those
from disadvantaged backgrounds in which reading and hooks arc not
emphasized often require more structure and greater emphasis on phonics
than whole-language programming typically provides (Bateman, 1991;
Berninger, Thalberg, DeBruyn & Smith, 1987; Carnine, Silbert & Kamecnui,
1990; Chall, 1989; Chaney, 1990; Oakh ill & Garnham, 19KK; Sta hl & Miller,
1989; Stahl, Osborn & Lehr, 1990). This is particularly worrisol11e in a
province such as Newfoundland with a high proportion of children coming
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from homes which are, what one might call, educationally disadvantaged
(Stat istics Canada, 1989). The problem is not unique to Newfoundland.
Indeed, the Canadian Psychological Association has advised school
psychologists to ensure that reacher s are encouraged to select reading
methods that suit children's needs (Slmner, 1992). This is the advice this
intern has learned to give as a result of this research and her experience
assess ing childre n a nd observing children in classrooms.
'I<
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Appendix A
Tests Examined
Area TesfTiUe
Gene ral Ability McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities
The Wechsler Pre-school and Primary Scale of
Intelligence
woodcock-Johnson Psychceducatlonal Battery-
Revised
Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices
Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitudes - 2
Achievement Wide Range Achievement Test-Revised
Peabody Individual Achievement Test-Revised
woodcock -Johnson PsychoeJucationa l Battery-
Revised
Language Test of Written Language
Test of Written Language - 2
Mathematics Key Math Diagnostic Test-Revised (Canadian
Edition)
Reading Woodcock Reading Mastery Test-Revised
The Boder Test of Reading-Spelling Patterns
Reading Alberta Diagnostic Reading Program
Decoding Skills Test
Test of Early Reading - 2
Slosson Oral Reading Test
Autism Related
---·--·--·-::re&ls-- -- - · Psychoeducational Profile-Revised
Childhood Autism Rating Scale
VisualfPe rceptualf
Motor Motor-Free Visual Perception Test
Developmental Test of Visual-Motor
Integration
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Tests Examined
Area
Auditory
Perception
Planning &
Organization
Test TIlle
Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test
Wepman Auditory Memory Span Test
Wepman A uditory Sequent ial Test
Porte us Maze Test
104
Adaptive Behaviour Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scate s
Conne rs Parent Rating Scale
Conne rs Te acher Rating Scale
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Tests Administered
Area
Ge neral Ability
Test Title
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children-Revised
Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices
Detroit Tests of le arning Abililies-2
ltIh
Timcs
Administcred
Achievement
Screening Tests
Reading
Mathematics
Language
VisualJ
Perceptual/
Motor Tests
Auditory
Perceptual/
Memory Tests
Behaviour Rating
Scales
Wide Range Achievement Test-Revised 12
Peabody Individual Achievement Test-Revised H
The Boder Test of Reading-Spelling Patte rns 27
Alberta Diagnostic Reading Program .5
Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests-Revised 2
Key Math Diagnostic Arithmetic Test-Revised I
Test of Written Language - 2
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised
Visual Memory Test
Motor-Free Visual Perception Test
Developmental Test of Visual-Motor
Integration
Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test
The Auditory Sequential Memory Test
Auditory Memory Span Test
Conners Parent Rating Scale
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Address:
School:
Grade :
Teacher:
Examiner:
Dates of Assessment:
Reaso n for Referral:
Background Information:
Tests Administered:
Testing Observations:
Test Results:
Summary of Results:
Recom menda tions:
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Reading Test:
Examiner's Recording Form
N"", Age _Birth date _
Date SChool _
Grade _ Examiner _
0 1982 by G. unc & S" . " <>O " Inc O-H'JM') -IH(,·4 1 ')O{, · _I ~
Preprime e (List A )
I. big
2.
3.
4 . have
~ . help
6. liu le
7.
8. mother
9. red
10. Slid
I l. and
12. ball
13. go
14. tide
15. in
16. the
17. up
18. to
19.
20.
TOlal (number)
No. phont'ric words
No. nonphonenc word$
TOla.l(pcrct'nt)
117
Primer (List B)
No<
Flash
.1J.m.i.IooI I!<!<I
I. did
2.
3. fu <
4. blue
,.
6. bo"
7.
a, house
9. Sl Op
10. play
II.
12.
is. bo<
'4. father
n ,
16. train
17. with
18. wh..
19.
'"20. y~'
Tctal Inumber)
No. phonetic words
No. nonpbonedc words
TouJ (perct'nt)
First Grade (List l) Second Grade (List 2)
11M
1. after
2. bird
3.
4. funn y
5. dog
6. horse
7. fish
8. shoe
9.
10.
11. box
12. apple
13.. hand
14. girl
n ,
16.
17. under
18. there
19. then
20. work
Total (number)
No. phonetic words
No. nonphonenc words
Total (percem)
I.
2. does
3. fasree
4. eyes
,.
6. right
7. show
8. table
9. nep
10. talk ·
11. Sta.U
12. any
13. keep
14. buy
15. much
16. ciry
17. nest
18 . gone
L9. wtll
20. today
To tal (numbe r)
No. phonetic words
No. nonphonet ic words
Tot al (percent )
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Third Grade (List 3) Fourth Grade (List 4)
No' Nee
Flu h Undm«l R~d .,.... Untimed &!!l
I. awak~ I. holiday
z. srear z. flight
,. , hild ,. hunger
4. knife 4. friendship
5. Hewers ,. quit
6. laugh 6. honest
7. (orger 7. remember
.. listen s. pigeon
9. yesterday .. study
Io. should Io. weigh
II. block I I. important
12. luI( 12. blood
n, MOO n . u ni t
14. Jose 14. comb
n. hundred n . oobody
16. sewing 16. fought
17. ~,h 17. painting
lB. sug, r 18. prwe
'9 . '00' 19. unless
20. wbcle ,o. rough
TOlal (numhc:r)
No. phonedc words
No. nonphuneejc words
Tucal(! )(,'[cl.'nc)
Total (number)
No. phonetic words
No. ncnphonenc words
Taul (percent)
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Fifth Grade (List 5) Sixth Grade (List 6)
Net No<
Flash~ Rad Fluh Untimtd lI<O!!
I. crocodile I. badge
2. ooury 2. bureau
3. hW1lan 3. dictionary
4. business 4. climare
s. program ,. cmcttainmcnr
6. characrer 6. foreign
7. scr.ambled 7. indusrry
8. cough 8. justicc
9. 9. varnish
' 0. hdAhr 10. lifcguard
II. divide .1. athlctic
12. dulk 12. encour.age
' 3. "bow Il.
' 4. freight ". honorablen . aampJe n. ph()[ograph
' 6. pleasure '6. poultry
17. I."" 17. population
' 8. review 18. scc rre
'9 . quilted '9. rn pcctfully
20. wrist 20. wrirt'(S
T o tal (number)
No. phonetic words
No. nonphoneric words
Toral (percent)
TOIal{numbcr)
No. phonenc words
No. nonp boncnc words
To ta l ([K'r«, IlI)
121
Seventh Grade (List 7) Eighth Grade (List 8)
Ncr No<
Flash Untimed Rud Flash U ntimed R~d
1. aseronorny 1. discriminate
2. doubtful 2. circuit
3. democrat 3. fanrasdc
4. hasten 4. guarantee
,. frequent ,. hiber nadcn
6. judgment 6. lieutenant
7. quotat ion 7. perforated
B. knapsack B. mortgage
9. publisher 9. unemployed
10. liquor 10. schedule
11. charity 11.
12. acknowledge 12. u reage
13. handicap 13. diploma
14. cruise 14. nourishing
ll. nevertheless 1' . de testable
16. scir.ntific 16. pursuit
17. representative 17. omitted
'B. $C" rgeam 'B. reigned
19. revenge 19. testify
20. thorough 20. temperate
Total (number)
No. phonet ic words
No. ncnphoneric words
Total (pe rcent)
Tmal(number)
No. phonetic words
No. nonphonerfr words
Toral (pcrccnr)
122
Ninth Grade (List 9) Hig h Schoo ) (Lis t )0-12)
Ncr No<
Flash 1l!!.!.i.nm! R~d Flash Unlimed !!<!!l
I. . bstl"lct I. (astidious
2. catastrophe 2. distnughr
s. destitute s. insinu:ue
4. chaos 4. heirloom
,. misconduct s. kinetic
6. 6. jeopardize
7. optimiSlic 7. orthodox
O. geyser 8. rhapsody
9. remedial 9. proximity
10. isthmw 10. sovereign
II . insignificant II . linguistic
12. bo.om 12. e~mble
B. prehistoric B . nonentity
14. champagne 14. indictlmnt
ll. sublime ll . procrastinate
16. espionage 16. mediocre
17. telescope 17. ramifications
18. limousine 18. psychology
19. verify 19. tn nsilory
20. righteous 20. silhouette
Totlll (r,umber)
No. phonetic words
No. nonphc nedc words
Total (percent)
Total Inumber)
No. phonetic words
No. nonphonenr words
Tora l Iperccnn
Adul t (List 13)
No<
fu!.11~ Read
.Jidacric
2. baroque
3. gesticulate
4. chauvinism
,. iconoclast
6. dt!rente
t , protagonist
8. epilogue
9. realcirr.ant
10. flO$thumow
11. improvident
12. benign
13. matriculate
14. corpuscle
". megalomania
16. enuepteneur
17. spondic
18. facsimile
19. ub iqu ilou~
20. succumbed
Total (number)
No ,llhonelic words
No , nORl'honclicwnrds
TOIill ( l'ol'rn 'llI)
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Spelling Lists for Dictation
Known Wo rds (Grad e Ltvd )
['2.Phonetic 3.4.
,.
['t .N onphoned c 8.9.
10.
Unkno....n W ords (Grade Level)
1.
2.
PhQlleric 3.
4.
---l
,.
6. 1--2
t , 1 l
Nonph onetic 8. l
9.
10.
Appendix F
Additional Details of Administration and Scoring for
The Boder Test of Rea ding-Spelling Patterns
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Read in!, !&vc1s and Ages
If the reading level is at the student' s actual grade level, the examiner
has to ask the child to read, using flas h presentation only, the next two lists
beyond the grade level. If the reading is above the grade level, the examiner
presents by flash the next two word lists beyond the rea d ing level. If the
read ing level is below the actual grade level, the examiner uses the word list
at the actual grade level and one grade beyond and uses the flash
prese nta tion only.
A reading level is determined befo re the spelling test is administered.
The reading level is the highest grade level at which the student reads at least
50 percent of the word list flash. A round figure is frequently used for the
readi ng level. lf a more precise readi ng level is desired, the examiner adds
one-tenth of a year (0.1) to the reading level for each two words the student
reads flash beyond tbe required 10(50 percent) at reading level and one-tenth
for each two words the child reads flash at the next reading level. A reading
age and reading quotient can also be calcula ted for each child but it is
suggested that these he determi ned af ter the administratio n of the spelling
test.
Reading age is calculated by adding five to the reading level. T he
readi ng quotie nt is determined by dividing the reading age by the
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chro nological age and multiplying the result hy 100. However, if the rhilll's
overall mental ability is substant iallyabo...e or below his chronological age.the
reading quotient must be corrected for mental age, Having calculated the
men tal age by multiplying the child's Intelligence Quo tient hy his
chronological age and dividing the result by 100, the menta l age is included
in the following modified read ing quotient formula:
reading quotient = 2 X readjn g aCe X 100
menial age + chrono logical age
When there is a disparit y of a year or more between a reader's grade ugc and
chrono logical age, the examiner is directed 10use a learning quot ient fonuuln
attributed 10 Myklebust (1968):
learni ng quotien t = 3 X rejldjng jlge X 100
menial age + chronological age + grade age
If a child has a 'borderline' reading level, which mean s if the sum of
the words the child read flash at read ing level and at the next grudc level
equals 20 or more , and who spells more tha n 50 percent of the Known Words
spe lling list cor rectly, a second Known Words Jist must he prepared . T his new
list is drawn from the reading level and one grade above, star ting the selection
at the grade above reading level, filling in with worth read nash al reading
level, as require d.
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The second spelling list consists of words that were not read by the
child at flash presentation or were sounded out with much difficulty in
untimed presentations. This Unknown Words list is used to tap the reader 's
phonic word-analysis skills in spelling. If the reading level is be low actual
grade level, the examine r selects five pho netic words and five nonphonetic
words at grade level, and one grade above if more words are needed . lf the
reading level is at gra de level, words a re se lected at grade level and one or
twogrades above us needed. If the reading grade is above actual grade level.
the examiner selects the Unknown Words at reuding level and one or two
grades above as needed. The examiner is cautioned tu choose one or two
short phonetic words and several multisyllabic words to tap the range of
phonic skills.
Scoring of the Known Words list involves recording the number and
percent of correct lyspelled words and the numbers of correctly spelled words
that are phonetic and nonphc netlc. Scoring of the Unknown Words list
involves correctly spelled words and words that are Good Phonetic
Equivalents. Good Phonetic Equivalents are phonet ically accurate
misspelling.s in which the sequence of phoneme s in the dictated word is
represented by approp riate corresponding graphemes in the same sequence
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(e.g., 'bt ssnis" for ' business", "hibmashun" for "hibernation"). Sounding nut :L
good phonetic equivalent willyield the original dictated word. Guidelines rur
determ ining good phonetic equivalent given in the test manual.
ELENA BaDER, M.D .
SYLVIA JA RRICO, M.A . The
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Spelling Test Form
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7 .
N.
9.
10.
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Known Words
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Dare _
Unknown Words
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Appendix G
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The manual lists severa l supplementa ry tasks that may be given to
children at the same time the Boder is being administered, however, it is
claimed that these tasks are not essential to the identification of reading
subtypes if the studen t has developed some reading and spelling skills at the
time of testing. If the child does have reading and spelling skills, the n the
tuskscan assist in diagnosingthe seve rityof the reading disability, corrob orate
the read e r subtype, and offe r addi tional guidance in developing re medial
strategies.
The supplementarytasksincludealphabet tasks, syllabicatingtasks,and
drawing the (ace of a clock from memory. When a child has a sight
vocabulary below the prep rlmcr level or is not reading a t all, the alphabe t
tusks are used as diagnostic indicators, as "pre-rea ding" tasks. The alphabet
tasks include asking the ch ild to recite the alphabe t in sequence, name and
give the soun d of upper a nd lower case le tters that are presented in mixed
order, an d write the a lphabe t in sequence.
Bodc r classifies subtypes based on these tasks in the following manner:
Dysphouetlc and mixed dyspbc netic-dyseide tic may omit o r repea tletters and
make emus in letter seque nce un the 'reacting alphabe t' task . Dysphonetlcs
may have trouble giving letter sounds for the mixed leit er presem atb.os
dyseidcrics may have trouble identifying the le tters by name bu t can give the
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sounds, severe dyseidctics and mixed dysphonetic-dyseidctics may not he "hie
to recognise the letter forms until they ar e in third grade or beyond. all the
'writing alphabet' task, Boder says dysphonetics usually cannot write the
leiters in sequence, dyseidetics and mixed dysphonetic-dyseide tics ma y not he
able to even write all the letters until fourth grade or beyond. Add itionally,
severe dyseidetics can recite the alphabe t fluent ly but often have to recite to
themselves the full sequence of letters preceding the leite r they wish to write
before they can revisualize it.
Use of a syllabicat ing task is suggested if a child gives no evidence or
being 10decode words phonetically. Seve ral multisyllabicphonetic words that
were not read by the student are selected. In all attempt to see if the defi cit
in pho nic skins is at the synthetic level of blending the componem lett er
sounds into syllables and /or the syllables into words, stude nts <Ire asked to
identify the letter-sound c ompo nents in words and blend ~!le sounds into 1L
word and to identify the syllables of a word and subsequ ently blend the
syllable sounds into a word. Anot her task is to ask the student how many
syllables they hear in words. Dysphonetic s and mixed dysphonettc Jyselucucs
would have difficulty with these tasks.
Finally, if the child is old enough to tell time, he could be asked III
draw the face of a clock from memory. Boder and jan ice (19H2)claim tha t,
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basedon clinical observation. thistask mayhelpdifferentiate dysphonetic and
normal readers from dyseidetic a nd mixed dysphonetic-dyscldetic readers.
Specifically, they have noticedthat dysphoneticand normal readers generally
start putt ing in the numbers in the clockface by setting up a symmetrical
framework - that is, writing the numbers 12. 3, 6. and 9 in first and filling in
the othe r numbers after. In contrast, dyseldettcs and mixed dysphcnetic-
dyseidetics do not set up this frameworkand frequentlyend up crowding the
numbers "in one half of the clcckface and spacingthem too far apart in the
other.




